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The Structure and Reproduction of Corn
T. A.
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K r ESSELBACH

1

OBJECTIVES

PRIMARY PURPOSE of this paper is to summari ze investigations concerning the structure and reproduction of the corn plant (Zea mays L.).
Because of w ide interest in the reproductive process in connection with breeding and genetic stud ies the floral development, fertilization, and embryology
are especially stressed . The morphology and development of the vegetative
organs is also included. The botanical relationship, origin, genetics and breed. ing of corn are briefly considered.
When these studies of the corn plant were begun at the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, much along these lines had been done but many
points were still unsettled. W hile this work was in progress many papers
appea red which have supplied much of the information that was lacking.
The original data herein presented often serve to confirm the results published by others. The literature bearing on the subject matter of this paper
is so voluminous that a general review thereof seems inadvisable. .M any of
the pertinent papers are cited however, some of which include extensive
bibliographies and reviews.

DESCRIPTION AND BOTANICAL RELATION SHIP
as a member of the grass family, Gramineae, has many characters
common to other grasses, such as conspicuous nodes in the stem, a single
leaf at each node, the leaves in two opposite ranks, i.e., distichous, each leaf
consisting of a sheath surrounding the stem and an expanded blade connected
to the sheath by a blade joint. As in other grasses there is a tendency to form
branches at the nodes, and adventitious roots at the base of the internodes.
The lower branches may take root and develop into stems known as tillers
or suckers which resemble the main stem, whereas the others develop as rudimentary or functional ear shoots. All stems and branches normally form terminal inflorescences in which the flowers are produced in spikelets in which
each flower is enclosed between two bracts, the lemma or flowering glume
and palet. At the base of each spikelet are the two glumes without flowers,
sometimes called empty glumes (67 ) . 2
Corn is .normally a monoecious plant (Fig. 1), with its functional staminate
flowers borne in the tassels which terminate the stems, and its functional
CORN

1
Acknowledgment is made for the ass istance of N. F. Peterse n, deceased, with m uch of
th e anatomical work herein reported, and to Miss Marie A. Corkle for man y of the drawings made either from photomicrographs or with the aid of the camera lucida.
A number of illu stration s are reproduced from previous publications of this Station.
2
Italicized numbers in parentheses refer to "Literature Cited," page 93.

3

FIG. 1.-Corn in flower. This is a monoecious species in which the pistils and stamens are
produced in different flowers of the same plant.
Below, corn field with plants in flowering stage.
Above, ear shoot with receptive silks, and tassel shedding pollen.
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pistillate flowers borne in the ears which terminate all but the basal branches
or tillers. The heritable vegetative size of plants varies greatly with variety
and regional adaptation. Varieties from various parts of the United States
have ranged from 4 to 11 feet tall whe n grown at the Nebraska Agricultural
Experiment Station (43) and have required from 85 to 155 days to mature.
In most grasses the elongated internodes become hollow, but in members
of the corn tribe, Maydeae (now sometimes called Tripsaceae), and the sorghum tribe, Andropogoneae, the stems remain solid. These tribes are evidently closely related and have other characters in common, such as a tendency
to have the spikelets in pairs, one sessil e, the other pedicellate, each spikelet
potentially two flowered
Contrast of Maydeae and Andropogoneae

In the Andropogoneae ( sorghum tribe) the sessile spikelet of each pair
usually has one perfect flower whereas the pedicellate one may have only staminate flowers or it may be sterile. The staminate and perfect flowers are thus
intermixed throughout the inflorescence '
In the Maydeae ( corn tribe) the flowers are characteristically either staminate or pistillate and the two kinds are produced either in different inflorescences as in corn, Zea mays L., and teosinte, Euchlaena mexicana Schrad.,
or in different parts of the same inflorescence the pistillate below the staminate
as in the species of gama grass, Tripsacum spp., the gama grass of the northern
states being Tripsacum dactyloides L. (94 and 97).

ORIGIN OF CORN
No WILD PLANT is known from which corn could readily have been derived. This might be accounted for by the assumption that the wild corn
plant has become extinct. Teosinte is usually regarded as very closely related
to corn, not only because of its morphological resemblance, but also because it can be hybridized readily with corn, the progeny being fertile (63 ).
Upon crossing, the chromosomes pair normally and crossing-over takes place
between the corn and teosinte chromosomes. Teosinte is also susceptible to
such common corn diseases as corn smut and corn rust
Any satisfactory explanation of the origin of corn must also account for
its close relationship to teosinte. It has been suggested ( 17 and 48) that corn
arose from a cross of teosinte with a grass belonging to the Andropogoneae
( sorghum tribe). This, however, seems doubtful as it neither has been shown
that teosinte can be crossed with any member of the Andropogoneae nor that
if such a cross were made, the result would be corn.
Following extensive studies of crosses between corn and gama grass, Mangelsdorf and Reeves ( 63) recently suggested that teosinte arose as a natural
cross between corn and a species of gama grass. This would explain the
close relationship of teosinte and corn, and would eliminate teosinte as an ·
ancestor of corn, but does not account for the origin of corn.

6
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The conclusion reached by Montgomery (66) and by Weatherwax (91)
that both corn and gama g rass have a risen from an unknown common ancestor by independent lines of descent is accepted. This, together with the
Mangelsdorf and Reeves theory ( 63) of the origin of teosinte by natural
hybridization of corn and gama grass, would account for the origin of all
three genera of the corn tribe.
Based on the evidence of comparative morphology, it is concluded that
modern naked corn has arisen from an assumed primitive ancestor bearing
glume-enclosed seeds on the brittle rachis of a terminal, perfect-flowered inflorescence. The active agents involved in the changes from primitive to
modern corn are regarded as mutation, hybridization, and selection, whether
under natural competiti ve conditions in the wild or under domestication by
man .
There has been much speculation ( 85, 62 and 63) as to whether pod corn
(Zea tunicata) ma y be regarded as the wild progenitor or whether it has
arisen more recent! y by mutation as did teopod ( 53). When pure or homozygous, this plant has no ear and produces seeds only in the tassel. Podded
ears are produced only on plants which are heterozygous for the pod character. The glumes of the podded ear cover the seeds as in more primitive
grasses, but tend to be abnormall y large and often resemble husks rather
than ordinary glumes. The glumes of the fertile tassels are also quite
different from those of the stam inate inflorescences of other Maydeae. G lume
size is highl y va riable and appears to be co ntrolled by modifying factors
wh ich have arisen by mutation. It is plausible that the dominant gene
now responsible for the pod character was present in primitive corn, but this
does not sign ify that pod corn as we know it is or closely resembles the
primitive corn .
The geographic point or origin is generally conceded to be somewhere
in the tropics ( 47 and 63) of Central or South America, with the latter
seeming most probable. This belief is based upon archeologic and ethnologic
evidence and upon the theory that the birthplace of a new species is likely
to be fo und in the region of its g reatest va riability ( 17 and 87) .
The most striking difference between corn and the related grasses is in
its pistillate inflorescence which develops into the corn ear. In the other members of the corn tribe such as teosinte and the gama grasses the pedicellate
spikelet is rudimentary or absent, causing the seeds to be produced in two
single rows on distichous spikes. In corn both spikelets of each pair · are
practically sessile and each develops a single seed. The seeds are thus arranged
in double rows and the spike, instead of bearing two double rows, commonly
has four or more double rows, producing eight or more rows of kernels on
the rachis or cob (Fig. 2) . The sheaths of the leaves of the pistillate branch
are much broader than in the ordinary leaves and the internodes of the branch
are short so that the ear is completely covered by the leaf sheaths or husks.
The outer husks are arranged in two ranks but the inner husks are in several
ranks, or in about as many ranks as there are double rows on the ear.
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FIG. 2.-Photographs. Superficial views of ear and kernels of mature dent corn.
Left, ea r with husks. X 0.3.
Upper right, cross section of ea r, show ing kernel attachment to cob. X 0.8.
Lower right, anterior, posterior, and lateral surfaces of grain. X I.
The germinal sid e of the kernel typically faces the tip of ear, but faces opposite in the
case of kernels deve loped from the lower flower of spikelet.

Distinct progress has been made in recent investigations ( 1, 2, 22, and 81)
as to the homologies of tassel and ear structure and the relation of their
development to that of other parts of the plant. The plant is regarded
as comprised of structural units ( phytomers) whose parts, although modified, are homologous whether in the vegetative or reproductive regions of
the plant. The units consist of a section (node and internode) of the axis,
with an attached leaf and axillary bud. Their basic distichous arrangement
extends throughout the main stem, branches, tassel, and ear, but this has
become heritably modified in the inflorescences by such phenomena as condensation ( telescoping of successive internodes ), multiplication, and change
in the number of spikelet pairs per whorl on the rachis.

i
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THE LIFE CYCLE OF CORN

'.!.

f

As AN INTRODUCTION to the more detailed study of the vegetative and reproductive structures of the corn plant, its life cycle is briefly summarized
before presentation of the experimental data. The entire corn plant, including roots
stems, leaves, tassels, and ear shoots, prior to the time of spore
formation by reduction-division in the spore mother cells, is of the sporophytic
generation, in which all the cells of typical varieties have nuclei with 20
chromosomes.3 Ten of these chromosomes are derived from the nucleus of the
egg cell and ten from the sperm nucleus which fe rtilizes the egg.
In the anthers of the tassels each spore mother cell ( microsporocyte)
divides by reduction-division or meiosis, forming four spores, each with 10
chromosomes. In each spore the nucleus divides, forming a vegetative or
tube nucleu s and a generative nucleus. The latter divides, forming two sperm
cells. Thus the mature pollen grain contains a male gametophyte consistingof
three haploid cells
1 '
In the development of the pistillate inflorescence, or ear, the single
spore mother cell ( megasporocyte) in the one ovule of each functioning
flower also forms four spores by meiosis, each with a nucleus having 10
chromosomes. Three of these spores degenerate. By three nuclear divisions
without wall formation within the one rema ining spore, an eight-nucleate
embryo sac is formed with fou r nuclei at each end. Two of these, one from
each set of four and known as polar nuclei, approach each other and lie in
close contact prelim inary to being included in the primary endosperm nucleus.
The cytoplasm becomes organ ized aroun d each of the three nuclei at the
chalazal end of the embryo sac, fo rming a group of three antipodal cells.
These soon begin to di vide until approxima tely 30 or more antipodal cells are
formed. Cells are also organized aro und the nuclei at the micropylar end of
the embryo sac. One of these enlarges and becomes the egg cell while the
others form the adjacent synergids. This group of three cells is often called
the egg apparatus.
The mature embryo sac or female gametophyte, when ready for fertilization, contains the three-celled egg apparatus, the g roup of antipodal cells at
the opposite end of the sac, and the two large polar nuclei located centrally
above the egg.
When the silks of the ear shoot are pollinated, the pollen grains germinate and send pollen tubes into and toward the base of the individual silks.
Usually the tube of only one pollen grain reaches the micropyle where it
grows between the cells of the nucellus until it enters the embryo sac, ruptures, and releases the two sperms. The nucleus of one sperm fuses with
that of the egg to form the zygote, restoring the diploid or 2n number of 20
3
These are th e numbers most commonly found in corn, variations from wh ich will be
discussed later. The practice will be fo llowed throughou t the paper of giving what is
typical or usual and not including the numerous variations which are known to occur.
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chromosomes in the cell nucleus. This number persists thereafter in the somatic
cells of the sporophyte, all of which are formed by mitotic division.
The other sperm fuses with one of the two polar nuclei and this in turn ,
fuses with the other polar nucleus, forming the primary endosperm nucleus.
This nucleus has 30 chromosomes, 10 derived from each polar nucleus and
10 from the sperm nucleus. The process in which there is one fusion to begin
the embryo and another to begin the endosperm is called double fertiliz-ation. Although double fertilization was first discovered at the close of the last
century ( 31), it has now been found in so many plants that it may be safely
assumed to be almost universal among the flowering plants. However, in
some genera the endosperm is largely consumed by the developing embryo and
only minute traces remain in the mature seed.
In the lower groups of plants all parts of the plant are either gametophytic with 1n chromosomes in each nucleus, or sporophytic with 2n chromosomes in each nucleus. The 3n endosperm of corn is thus neither typically
sporophytic nor gametophytic. This has led to a great deal of speculation
as to whether it is of the gametophytic or sporophytic generation. Some
workers have considered the endosperm as an abnormal twin of the embryo,
whereas others regard it merely as modified tissue of the gametophyte whose
continued development is dependent upon the stimulus contributed by the
sperm nucleus. This latter view appears the more tenable. Whatever the
explanation, the endosperm is a modified tissue that serves for the nutrition
of the developing embryo or seedling, or both as in corn.
The embryo sac following double fertilization has all three types of cells
with respect to number of chromosomes: ( 1) the antipodals are haploid,
with 1n ( 10) chromosomes; (2) the embryo (beginning with the zygote)
is diploid, with 2n (20) chromosomes; and (3) the endosperm is triploid,
with 3n (30) chromosomes.
The synergids soon disappear. The group of antipodals tends to persist
for some time, often being found in the mature kernel. 4 The fertilized egg
develops into the embryo . The primary endosperm nucleus, after a period
of free nuclear division in the cytoplasm of the embryo sac, forms cells that
develop into the endosperm which comprises the bulk of the mature kernel.
The kernel is thus found to consist of ( 1) parts of the mother sporophyte,
namely the pericarp, remnants of the nucellus and seed coats, and the pedicel,
(2) the new sporophyte or embryo, ( 3) the endosperm, and ( 4) sometimes the
small group of antipodals or remnants of the original 1n female gametophyte.
The embryo consists of a short stem to which are attached two modified
leaves ( the scutellum and coleoptile ), several typical foliage leaves, a primary
seminal root, and generally several lateral seminal root initials. During germination the embryo develops into a seedling, while the food stored in the
• This tendency in corn and perhaps some of its relatives is unusual among the grasses,
the antipodals disorganizing about as soon as the endosperm becomes well established in
most grasses .

IO
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endosperm is digested and absorbed by the scutellum.
The seedling develops additional leaves which together with those present
• in the seed grow into mature leaves. The small stem develops into the stalk,
which attains full size at the time of tasseling. Adventitious crown roots
which make up the major part of the root system of the mature plant form
at the base of each of the lower internodes of the stem.
While the seedling is still small, the tassel begins to develop and by
midsummer attains full size and bears staminate flowers which produce the
pollen. The tassel withers when the pollen has been shed. Branches of the
stem form at about the same time as tassel formation begins. Several
branches at the base may become tillers but most of them develop into ear
shoots. Most of the lower ear shoots degenerate, but those which persist bear
functional flowers, each of which produces an ovary with a single ovule.
The ovary ends in a long style or silk which is stigmatic to within about
an inch of its base. This serves to catch the pollen when shed by the tassels.
A pollen tube with two sperms grows from the pollen grain to the embryo
sac within the ovule where double fertilization takes place, and the next
sporophytic generation is thus started.

DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE PARTS
As AN AID to tracing the origin of the vegetative parts of the corn plant,
this anatomical discussion is prefaced with a brief description of the kernel
and its parts. Their developm.ent and origin are discussed later under other
topics. It would seem to be a logical sequence to examine the structure
of the kernel, followed by a study of the germinating seed, the seedling, and
the growing plant.

The Kernel or "Seed"
The corn kernel (Fig. 3) is not merely a seed but a one-seeded fruit, in
which the seed, consisting of embryo and endosperm and remnants of the
seed coats and nucellus, is permanently enclosed in the adhering pericarp.
The structure of the mature kernel, also known as a caryopsis, is here
scribed. Upon shelling, the flower stalk or pedicel commonly remains· attached
to the base of the kernel.
PERICARP
The pericarp or transformed ovary wall forms the tough outer covering of
the kernel; and furnishes protection for the interior parts. It thus takes the
place of the seed coats or integuments of ordinary seeds, which in corn are
reduced to inconspicuous remnants in the mature kernel. A thin, suberized
nucellar membrane derived from the outer epidermal wall of the nucellus
persists as a continuous covering between the aleurone and the pericarp (71).
At the apical end of the kernel the pericarp bears the silk scar, and at the
basal end it merges into the tissues of the pedicel or tip cap as it is often called.
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FIG. 3.-The mature kernel.

1 and 2, vertical sections in two planes of a mature kern el of dent corn, showing
arrangetnent of organs and tissues . a, silk sca r; b, pe ricar p; c, aleurone; d , endosperm;

e, scutellum; f, glandular layer of scutellum; g, co coleoptileh , plumule with stem and
leaves ; i, first internode; j, lateral se minal root; k , scu tellar node ; l, primary root;
m , coleorhiza; n , basal conducting cells of endosperm; o, brown abscission layer;
.P, pedicel or flower sta lk. X 7.
3, enlarged section through pericarp and endosperm. a, pericar p ; b, nucellar membrane; c, aleurone ; d , marginal cells of endosperm ; e, interior cells of endosperm. X 70.
4, enlarged section of scutellum. a, glandu lar la ye r ; b, interior cells. X 70 .
5, vertica l section of the basal region of endosperm. a, ordinary end ospe rm cells;
b, thick-walled cond ucting ce ll s of endospe rm ; c, abscission la yer. X 350.
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ENDOSPERM

When the pericarp and adhering remnants of the seed coats and nucellus
are removed, which can easily be done after soaking the kernels in water,
only the endosperm and embryo are left. The endosperm makes up the
greater part, the relatively small embryo being situated on one side near
its base. Except for the outer (surface) layer, the endosperm consists of
cells filled mainly with starch grains. At the base of the endosperm, opposite
the region of placentation, the cells of its surface layer are modified as conducting cells (Figs. 3- 5, and 57) and apparently serve for conducting food
from the mother plant to the growing endosperm and indirectly to the embryo
(96 ). The remaining surface cells form the normal aleurone layer, the
cells of which contain aleurone grains and oil, but no starch.
EMBRYO

The embryo or young corn plant
is embedded near one face of the
endosperm at the base of the kernel
or caryopsis. It has a central axis
( Fig. 3-1 and 2, Fig. 4) which
is terminated at the basal end by
the primary root and at the other
end by the stem tip. The stem comprises fi ve or six short internodes and
bears a leaf at each node. The first
leaf, known as the scutellum, is attached to the first or scutellar node.
It never functions as a true foliage
leaf but it is modified as a food
storage organ and serves to digest
and absorb the endosperm during
growth of the embryo and seedling
(28, 33, and 76). Its outer layer
where in contact with the endosperm is specialized to produce enzymes for digesting the starch in the
endosperm (Fig. 5).
The second leaf, the coleoptile, is
attached to the second or coleoptilar
node and is modified as a protective
covering for the plumule or first bud
FIG. 4.- Photomicrograph. Vertical section of a mature embryo within the dormant kern el,
show ing the scutellum at right, the primary root enclosed in the col eorhiza below , and
th e plumul e with its ce ntral growing point and leaves within the•coleoptil e above. X 10.
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FIG. 5.- 1, cross section of scu tellum showing region where g land s are usually most abundant. X 10.
2, section through scutellum showing gland. a, end osperm; b, epith el ium on posterior side of scutellum , with g land ; c, ordinary tissue of scutellum . X 110.

of the plant which it spearheads through the soil upon germination. The
plumule consists of that part of the stem which extends above the coleoptilar node, and four or five small foliage leaves each rolled up inside those
below it, forming a cone within the coleoptile.
The first internode of the stem between the scutellar and coleoptilar
nodes lengthens quickly during germination and serves to elevate the coleoptile to the soil surface.
The primary root is enclosed by the coleorhi za or root sheath, and usually
the initials of two or more adventitious seminal roots arise at the base of the
first internode of the stem. Both the first and second internodes (7) are
transitional from stem-like to root-like structure .
PEDICEL

The tissues of the pedicel or flower stalk merge into those of the ovary
wall without close demarcation ' between the two. Upon shelling from the
cob, the pedicel with adhering lemma and palet usually remains attached
to the kernel (Figs. 2 and 3) . At the time of ripening, however, before the
tissues have toughened by desiccation, the kernel often breaks off in the
plane of seed attachment exposing the outer surface of a thin, dark brown
abscission layer that corresponds to the hilum of funiculate species. This
layer, also regarded as a closing, protective tissue, forms a plane of cleavage
that extends entirely across the "hilar orifice" ( 36) which is co-extensive with
the chalaza, where the nucellus and seed coats join. Its location ts seen
in Figures 3, 57, and 62-4, just below the base of the endosperm.
·
Seed Germination and Seedling Development
When the corn kernel is placed under moisture and temperature conditions favorable for germination, growth activity is quickly resumed by

14
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the embryo. In official seed testing laboratories a period of five or six days
is considered ample to determine viability at the optimum temperature of
30 ° C. (86 ° F). Planted in the field during the usual time in the spring,
emergence of the seedling occurs in about seven to ten days, varying with
soil temperature and moisture. After the soil has warmed fully, emergence
may take place in approximately five days. I.n Figure 6 is sho wn the development after 35 and 55 hours of germination under favorable conditions.
Healthy, well preserved seed usually has high viability, 95 to 100 per
cent being common. The chief cause of low germination is injury from
freezing. This results from exposure to low temperatures while the moisture
content is still high. Seed containing 14 per cent or less of moisture will
endure any amount of freezing to which it is likely to be exposed, without
injury ( 46 ). A second cause of reduced viability is infection with seed-borne
or soil-borne rot organisms which either prevent germination or destroy the
seedling at a ve ry early stage. Seed treatment with commercial disinfectants or
protectants, as Arasan and Spergon, has been reported from many states to

2
4

3
F,c . 6.-Photographs.
l , ve rtical sec tion of mature kernel of dent corn. X 3.
2, cross section of mature kernel of dent corn, through the primary root. X 3.
3, grow th after 35 hours favorable germination (pericarp laid back). X 4.
4, g rowth after 55 hours germination, showing lateral seminal roots arising just above
scutell ar node. X 4.
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FIG. 7.-Ge rminated seed , showing region of
ce ll di vision and elonga tion at upper end
of fir st internode. X 0. 6. In case of
deeply p lanted seed this intercalary growth
serves to lift the tip of coleoptile to the
soil surface which fac ili tates emergence
of the enclosed growing leaves and stem
ti p of the plumule. The coleoptile itsel f
shows rather uniform growth throughout
most of its length by cell enl argem ent.
l , first node and internode and coleoptil e of young growing sprout marked
at 1 mm. intervals with Ind ia ink.
2, sa me sprout 32 hours later. Th e
wid er spaces indica te the ·region of elonga tion. Cell d ivision is confined to a
very short meristemati c region of about
½ millimeter length just below the coleop til ar node. a, scutellar node; b, pri1n ary roo t; c, lateral se1nin al roo t; d, first
intcrnode of stem ; e, co leop til ar node; f,
coleoptile; g, soil surface.

increase the seedling emergence by about 5 to 20 per cent. Improper storage
conditions which delay drying may cause damage wi th loss of viability.
Under fa vorable storage conditions, seed corn may retain its viability for
several years if properly matured and dried to a safe moisture content (43).
It can be used for field planting up to four years of age wi thout serious stand
reduction. After six yea rs the germination u sually begins to drop rapidly, •
although some of the seeds may remain viable twice that long.
During germination the organs of the embryo which were formed during the developmen t of the kernel and have remained dormant in the dry
seed, resume their growth and development. The primary root and its
enclosing sheath, the coleorhiza, elongate and break through the pericarp,
the root soon breaking through the end of the coleorhiza. The plurnule· and
its enclosing sheath, the coleoptile, begin to elongate and also break through
the pericarp of the kernel. At first the coleoptile grows fas ter than the
plumule but when it reaches the surface of the soil and is thus exposed
to the light, it soon ceases to grow and the plumule breaks out through its tip.
If the seed has been planted deeply the first internode, or the part of
the stern between the scutellar and coleoptilar nodes, also elongates by intercalary growth at its upper end (Fig. 7), thus helping to raise the coleoptile
to the surface. About the time that the tip of the coleoptile reaches the soil
surface the first crown roots appear immediately above the coleoptilar
node (Fig. 8) and later an additional whorl of roots forms at the base
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FIG. 8.-Corn seed ling two weeks after planting, showing the se minal and crown roots in
norma l position. A and B, prim ary and lateral seminal roots, respectivel y; C, initial
whorl of adve ntitious crow n roots; D, firs t internode of stem, which serves to eleva re the
tip of coleopti le with encl osed plumule to surface of ground. The seed ling leaves were
alread y well orga nized in the dorm ant embryo. X 0.3.

of each succeeding 6 to 10 internodes of the stem. These crown roots soon
form the major part of the root system of the plant.
As the stem elongates, its growing point continues to form additional
leaf initials, one at each node (Fig. 9), wh ich later develop into leaves. When
all the leaves are started but before many of them are unrolled, the growing
point of the stem elongates, becomes branched, and starts to d ifferen tiate
(Fig. 10) into the young tassel. Before the tassel has differentiated, while the
growing point of the stem is still giving rise to additional leaf initials, branch
buds (Fig. 9) have formed in some of the lowermost leaf axils. Those
• in some of the lower axils may develop into tillers, or in non-tillering corn
they soon die and disintegrate. The rest will fo rm ear shoots, most of which
soon degenerate with only the upper one or two developing functional ears.
The number of tillers, degree of development of rudimentary ear shoots, and
number of ears developed depend partly on inherited tendencies of the corn
and partly on environmental conditions. Up to the stage of tassel differentiation, which is reached in approximately three weeks, the young plant may
be thought of as a seedling. Initials have then been laid down for all the
nodes and internodes of the stem, all the leaves, tillers, ear branches, and
the primary and adventitious root systems. Martin and Hershey (64) observed
that 90 per cent of the final number of vascular bundles had been laid down in
the lower internodes at the time of tassel differentiation. From this point in
the discussion the development of the various parts will be considered individ ually.

The Root System
The root system of corn, as of other grasses, consists of two sets of roots:
( 1) seminal roots whose initials are present in the embryo, and (2) adven-
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FIG. 9.- Photomicrograph. Vertical section th ro ugh portion of corn seed ling above coleoptilar node, se ven days after planting, showing w ithin the co leoptile: the central hemispherical grow ing po int of stem surrounded by about eig ht leaves laid down by growing
point, and bran ch bud s ( tiller or ear ) in severa l leaf axils. Initials of th e vascular system
show below. X 20.

titious roots which arise from stem tissue after germination (Figs. 8, 11 , 12,
and 13). These are often called temporary and permanent, respectively; but
it has been shown repeatedly that the seminal roots may persist and function
throughout the life of the plant.
SE MINAL ROOTS

The sem inal roots consist of the radicle or primary root and a variable
number of lateral roots which arise adventitiously at the base of the first
internode of the stem, just above the scutellar node. The radicle is always
present except when killed by some injury such as freezing. It may be
the only seminal root as is frequently the case in some flint corn varieties,
or there may be averages of one to seven lateral seminal roots in various
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FIG. 10. -Photomicrograph. Vertical section th rough portion of corn seed ling 21 days after
planting, showing: differentiated tassel surmounting the stem; the two uppe rmost earshoot buds, each with first husk initial; and the fin al number of about seven leaves above
the upperm os t ear shoot. X 16

varieties of dent corn. It is rather common to include in addition to these
a number of minor laterals that may form adventitiously from the pericycle
elsewhere in the first intern ode of the stem. Wiggans ( I 00) found the number
of seminal roots to vary from 1 to 13 per plant.
Under ordinary field conditions at the usual time of planting corn, the
seminal roots grow in a nearly hori zontal direction for some distance before
turning downward (99 ) . They form such a small part of the total root system
of the plant that they are of greatest importance during the early growth
of the seedling before the adventitious crown roots of higher internodes
have become well established . Replicated field tests of Krug corn from which
the seminal root system was severed at the age of three weeks by means
of pulling wire snares which had been inserted about the first internode
at the time of planting germinated seeds, showed a loss of 9 per cent in yield
of grain.
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FIG. 1!.-Stalk and root system of a typical corn plant (Krug variety) two, fo ur and six
weeks after planting in 1933 on the Experim ent Station farm at Lincoln. Th e seminal
and crown roots may be traced se paratel y. About 25 per cent of the fin e branch roots
are included.
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FIG. 12.-Mature stalk and root system of a typical corn plant (Krug variety) grown on the

Experiment Station farm in 1933. About 25 per cent of the fine branch roots are in cluded. In both Figures 11 and 12 the roots were drawn in position during excavation,
except that they are shown in a single .plane.
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ADVENTITIO US ROOTS

The term adventitious roots has come to apply to all of those roots that
arise in the basal intercalary meristem of the lower internodes of the stem.
Through common usage this is synonymous with crown roots, so designated
because of origin in the basal portion of the growing stem known as the
crown. Following the seedling stage, they constitute the principal part of the
root system. Any ae rial brace roots are included in this category.
The first whorl of four or fi ve crown roots appears at the base of the
second internode about as soon as the tip of the coleoptile reaches the soil
surface. A few of the succeeding higher internodes may have approximately
the same number, after which the successive ones have more and larger
roots up to a little above the soil surface. Those from about the lower
five internodes, like the seminal roots grow h orizontally for some distance
before turning downward, while those from the higher internodes which
appear later in the season ( Figs. 11,
12) grow downward at once. Hays
( 34) suggested that t his peculiar beha vior of the earlier roots of corn
might be due to the low temperature
of th e deepe r soil at the time they are
forming. The change in direction of
g rowth occurs after about four
weeks, when the deeper soil has become wa rm. If the season is dry
and warm, there might thus be less
horizontal growth than if it is wet
and cold. With corn planted in
midsummer there was little or no
hori zontal growth, all roots starting
downward at once. Due to this
hori zontal growth of the earl ier
roots they may spread over an area
about 8 feet in diameter, while the
later roots may be co nfined to an
. area of but 12 to 18 inches in diameter, just under the hill or stalk.
In locally adapted varieties of
corn at Lincoln, Nebraska, W eihing
(99) found that an ave rage of nine
internodes bear functional roots
FIG. 13.-Base of main stalk and attached
(Fig. 13), eight of these below the
growi ng tiller and seminal roots. The
surface of the soil, and one just
crown roots have been cut off to show
abo ve the surface. Except for a few
th eir arrangeme nt at the crown.
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of the lower internodes, in which the numbers of roots were about equal, there
was a gradual increase upward. The functional crown roots averaged 85 per
stalk, with a total combined length of about 350 feet. These roots are all
branched and rebranched so that the total length of the branches greatly exceeds that of the main roots. Weihing estimated the total length of all the
roots at abo ut 6 miles per plant under eastern Nebraska cond itions.
In addition to the functional roots of the crown, three or four higher
aerial internodes may bear nonfunctional roots which fai l to reach the
ground. Under field conditions of rank growth, some or all of these may
become functiona l and are then known as brace roots.
FORMATION AND GROWTH OF ROOTS

Initials of root tissues.-The end of each root is covered by a rootcap
(Fig. 14-1), back of which are the three initials of the real root tissues,
each consisting of a group of cells which do not themselves become differentiated, but by dividing form cells which by further division and differentiation form the cells of the root tissue.
One of these groups is the calyptrogen which is the inner layer of the
rootcap and divides successively to form additional layers of cells for the
rootcap. Just back of this is the small single-layered periblem-dermatogen
group which is the common initial of the epidermis and the cortex. These
cells divide tangentially, i.e., parallel to the root surface, to form two layers of
cells ( 102) . The outer of these acts as a dermatogen, forming cells which differentiate to form the epidermis. The cells of the inner layer divide to form
several layers of cells as well as to increase the number of cells in each of these
layers . After some time only the innermost laye r continues to divide tangentially, the result being that there are regular radial rows of cells in the inner
part of the periblem while the cells are arranged irregularly in the outer layers.
This inner layer finally differentiates as the endodermis, while the rest of the
periblem forms the parenchyma of the cortex.
The third group, which is the initial of the plerome or central part of the
root, is just over the common origin of the dermatogen and periblem. The
stele, consisting of xylem and phloem strands with their surrounding ground
tissue, will differentiate in the plerome. Its outermost layer of cells differentiates to form the pericycle, just inside the endodermis.
Differentiation of root tissues.-There is little differentiation of cells in
the rootcap, aside from increase in size. Intercellular spaces develop and the
surface cells are worn away during soil penetration. The rootcap forms
none of the permanent tis,sues of the root and serves only as protection
for the underlying meristematic tissues and as " lubrication" for the root
tip as it is pushed through the soil.
The main differentiation of the dermatogen, aside from thickening of
the outer walls, is the formation of root hairs (Fig. 14-3). These start as a
bulging of the outer wall of an epidermal cell which becomes a long and
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of corn root.

I, lo ng itud in al sectio n of a root tip, show ing the rootca p and the de veloping ti ssues

of the stele. X 50.
2, cross sectio n of a root som e distance back of th e tip, show ing o ne bra nch. Th e
stcle is shown ce nt rall y w it h a n inn er circle of large vessels a nd a n oute r series of sm all
,·essels. Latera I roots orig ina te in th e oute r laye r or pericycle of the stele and gro w
through th e co rtex. X 50.
3 surface view of g row ing roo t, show ing root-hair zo ne bac k of ti p. X 2 .

tubul ar outg ro wth. These hairs greatly increase the root surface and are the
main organ s for absorbing water and nutrient salts from the soil. The root
hairs soon break down and the epidermal cells die and are lost, cortical cells
th en formin g th e outer surface of the root. The region of root hairs is the absorbin g region of the root. The older part of the root from which the hairs
have disappeared becomes mainly a water-conducting organ. Numerous root
branches form behind the root-hair zone, each like the main root but smaller
and with its own zone of root hairs.
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The surface of each root, beginning at the tip, thus shows ( 1) a rootcap,
followed by (2) a zone of rapid cell multiplication which may be but a
millimeter long and covered by the rootcap, (3) a smooth region of rapid
elongation without root hairs, ( 4) a zone in which the root is covered by
root hairs, and (5) finally a zone where the root hairs and epidermis have
broken down leaving the cortical cells as the outer surface of the root. These
form a lignified and suberized exodermis.
Most of the cells of the endodermis become conspicuous by ha ving thick
walls on their inner surface and remaining thin walled on the outer surface
next to the rest of the cortex. The division walls between the cells of the
endodermis are thick both at their ends and sides where they join the inner
thick wall, and thin where they join the thin outer walls, thus appearing
wedge shaped in either cross or longitudinal sections. In addition these walls
have a narrow strip of waxy substance surrounding each cell. These are
called Casparian strips or, as they may appear as dots in sections, Casparian
dots. A few of the cells of the endodermis may remain relati vely thin walled,
forming so-called transfusion tissue through which water and foods may
pass. The peculiar structure of this layer which forms a kind of tube around
the stele is supposed to have something to do with getting water into the
center of the root and keeping it there, but how it functions is not well
established ( 102 ).
The outer layer of the plerome, next to the endodermis, becomes differentiated as the pericycle. Inside this, strands of vascular tissue develop, strands
of xylem alternating wtih strands of phloem. The number of these varies
with the diameter of the roots.
In each xylem strand differentiation of vessels begins just inside the pericycle and advances toward the center of the root. Each xylem vessel is formed
from a row of cells, joined end to end, the cross walls having disappeared
early in the differentiation of the vessel or trachea. The protoplasm has disappeared in the fully formed vessel, leaving only the lateral cell walls. The
first-formed vessels, protoxylem, are smallest and the later-formed vessels,
metaxylem, are the largest in diameter and are nearest the center of the root.
In some small roots there may be but a single large central vessel although
there are several strands of protoxylem. The cells surrounding the xylem
and phloem become sclerenchymatous . .
The first-formed phloem, or protophloem, is also formed just inside the
pericycle. Later additional phloem forms toward the center of the root.
The phloem consists of sieve tubes, each formed by the union of several
cells end to end, each unit separated from the next by sieve-like end walls.
Each of the original cells of the sieve tube is accompanied by a companion
cell. In a cross section the sieve tubes are relatively large and rounded while
the much smaller companion cells appear as small squares. As the sieve
tubes are rather long only a few will show the characteristic sieve plates.
Just as in the xylem, the strand becomes surrounded by elongated fibrous cells.
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The space between the xylem and phloem strands is filled up with short,
thin-walled paren chyma cells or pith. In large roots there is a large central
mass of pith, which may be lacking in very small roots.
Origin of root branches.-Root branches come at irregular intervals on
the main roots. When a root branches, the initial of each branch is formed
from cells of the pericycle (Fig. 14-2). By cell di visions a bulging hemispherical mass of meristematic tissue is fo rmed . The outer part of this forms
the begin ni ng of the rootcap, while the cells of the g rowing point are near
the fl at basal part. During elongation the new branch is fo rced through
the adjoining tissues of the cortex of the originating roo t and appears at its
surface. As the xylem and phloem tissues are differentiated in the root branch
they become joined to those of the older root.

The Stem
T he stems of typical eastern Nebraska corn plants co nsist of about 24
alternating nodes and intern odes. The number may vary somewhat according to regional type and environmental effect. Approximately 8 internodes
remain very short and under ground, forming an inverted cone-shaped basal
end of the stem known as the crown . The crown internodes give rise to
the adve ntitious crown-root system, and adventi tious· brace roots m ay develop
at the base of one to several aerial internodes. Under favorable growing conditions, the above-ground internodes are distributed over a stem length of
100 in: hes or more. With its greatest diameter of about 1 ¼ inches near the
ground level the stem gradu ally tapers toward its top. Each of the lower
internodes adjacen t to an ear shoot becomes permanently grooved th roughout
its leng th as a result of the pressure of the developing shoot during early
g ro wth .
differentiation

AND GROWTH OF P ARTS

The stem tip becomes evident ve ry earl y in the development of the embryo
as a hemispherical mass of meristematic tissue. The initials of the differen t
regions of the stem are n ot as distinct as in root ti ps. The dermatogen is
distinguished early in stem development but there is no clear distinction
between periblem and plerome.
The stem tip differs from a root tip in several ways. The stem tip has
nothing correspond ing to the rootcap. Leaf initials which form very near
the tip of the stem are lacking in roots. In stems both leaf and branch initials are formed su perficially from the epidermis and outer part of the cortex, while root bran ch initials form internally from the outer part of the
plerome, breaking through the cortex and epidermis of the main root.
Soon after meristematic tissues are for med the beginnings of the vascular
bundles appear, extending through both nodes and internodes . In the nodes
all the longitud inal bundles become united by small cross bun dles which
form the nodal network. From each node bundles extend into the leaf arising
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from that node. \'-7hen buds for branches form at the nodes their vascular
bundles also become united to the network of bundl es in the node. The
internodes are very short at first (Fig. 15-1) but begin to elongate ( Fig. 15-2)
through the formation of new cells by an intercalary meristem that is located
near the base of each internode except the first. In the first internode this
region of new cell formation occurs at the upper end, as illustrated in Figure

I
FIG. 15.- Ph otog raph s. T ypical stem of yo ung corn plant.

] , lower portion of pla nt , 32 da ys after planting, spl it leng rhwi se to show development of stem and attachment of leaves . X 0.2.
2 , exte rn al view of yo ung stem with leaf shea th s re moved, 35 days after p lanting.
X 0.5. Stem height 8 in ches, tassel length 0.5 inch, pla nt heighr 32 in ches . Th is stalk
has ] 7 nod es above gro und , each of th e lower 9 h av ing an ea r branch . Pote nti al root
init ials occur in the meristematic tissue just above each of these lower nodes. Normally
o nl y the uppe r o ne o r two cars reach th e fe rtili zation stage as is shown in Figure 36.
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7. The cells later elongate until the internodes make up most of the length of
the stem. It is largely this elongation which may take .place in several internodes at the same time that causes the rapid growth in height of the corn
plant in midsummer. The region of new cell formation in each internode
is very short-less than half a millimeter. Cell elongation, however, extends
over several millimeters.
When the stalk is erect, growth is equal on all sides; but if the stalk
leans or lies flat on the ground, as after storms, it is more rapid on the lower
side, thus tending to raise the stalk upright. Even after growth of the
internodes has apparently ceased, if the stalk is placed horizontally growth
is resumed and is most rapid on the lower side. A wedge of tissue is formed
and the stalk again becomes erect. This newly formed tissue will at first
·appear white in contrast with the green color of the rest of the internode.
When, however, the lower part of the stalk becomes too old, such growth
will take place only in the upper internodes, and only this part becomes erect.
ARR ANGEMENT OF TISSUES

lnternodes.-All of the internodes have a similar structure except the first
two which are transitional between stem and root. In typical internodes the
stem consists of a pithy interior comprised mainly of parenchyma with vascular bundles distributed throughout, and a hard outer shell of epidermis
and sclerenchyma. In cross section (Fig. 16) the epidermis is the outer single
layer of cells. The walls of these cells are much thickened, lignified, and
silicified. Stomata are present but are less abundant than in the epidermis
of leaves.
Just beneath the epidermis is a layer of sclerenchyma which va ries from
one to about ten cells in thickness. This does not form a continuous covering under the epidermis but forms longitudinal bands or strips over the
peripheral vascular bundles, alternating with strips of parenchyma beneath
the rows of stomata.
Inside this sclerenchyma are several rows of vascular bundles, each surrounded by a large amount of sclerenchyrna. These peripheral bundles are
smaller and spaced much closer than those in the central part of the internode and are separated from each other and from the peripheral sclerenchyma
by narrow trac ts of parenchyma.
The strength of the internode depends largely on the amount and degree
of lignification of the sclerenchyma next to the epidermis and around the
peripheral bundles. These differences are hereditary and are associated with
the breaking strength and lodge resistance of the stalks ( 4 and 61). Various
inbred lines and hybrids differ greatly in these respects.
In the development of the larger bundles (Fig. 17-1) the first xylem vessels
to differentiate ( the protoxylem consisting of ringed and spiral vessels) are
formed in the side of the bundle toward the center of the stem. These are
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FIG. 16.- Ph oto micrograph. Cross sectio n of full -grow n stem th ro ugh intcrnode near base
of stalk , showing distributio n of vascul ar bund les . X 5.

fo llo wed by very large pitted vessels of w hi ch there are generally two in each
bundle. A gro up of trachei ds fo rms between them.
At the opposite side of the bundle the fi rst phloem, the protophloem,
starts to differen tia te, the differentiation progressing toward the xylem so
that th e phloe m, con sistin g of sieve tubes and compani on cells, ex tends
partly betwee n the large pitted xy lem vessels. Some of the first-formed
ringed vessels in the xylem are broken down by growth of surrounding
tissues, leaving a cav ity or lacu na. P art of the first-formed phloem also
becomes di sorga ni zed and compressed but no cavi ty is fo rm ed .
Each of these bundles is surrounded by a bundle sheath, the cell s of which
become lig nified and sclerenchyma tous. This sheath is more massive opposite
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the phloem and xylem of the bundle. These masses of sclerenchyma are sometimes designated as the phloem and xylem caps.
Nodes.-The structure of the nodes is more complicated than that of
the internodes (Fig. 17) owing to branching and cross connections between
the bundles forming the nodal complex. The bundles with their cross connections fill up most of the space, so there is relatively little parenchyma.
In the zone of leaf-sheath attachment at the node, the epidermis of the adjacent
internodes becomes continuous over the leaf. In the nodes, where no great
elongation takes place, no protoxylem lacunae are formed. The arrangement
of the tissues in the bundles is more irregular and no bundle caps are formed.
As the bundles en ter a node from below, they enlarge in diameter and
form cross connections, creating a tangled network which extends for several
millimeters along the length of the stalk. Many of them branch in passing
through the node, and some even though not branching turn abruptly sidewise for a short distance. This turning may be due in part at least to unequal growth in diameter of the younger, higher internode and the older,
lower internode. Some bundles pass from the node into the base of the leaf
sheath. These may be the small peripheral bundles or branches from the
larger bundles deeper in the stalk.
In the region above the node where new tissues are being formed in the
growing internodes the xylem consists entirely of ringed and spiral vessels,
there being no pitted vessels. The sclerenchyma of the older parts of the ind
C

r:

a

-b

a

I
FIG. 17. -1, two-plane view of vascu lar bundl e of stem.

2

X 233. A, cross section . a, side
of bundl e toward outside of stem; b, side of bundle toward inside of stem; c, large pitted
vessel ; d , supportive tissue; e, lacuna; f, parenchyma cells of pith; g, compressed protophloem . B, longitudinal section. a, parenchyma cells of pith; b, phloem cells of
bundle ; c, lacuna; d , xylem elements of bundle.
2, vertical section of portion of a corn stalk, including an ear node, showing arrangement of vascular bundles. a, internodes; b, node; c, leaf sheath; d , ear shoot. (Diagrammatic. ) X I.
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ternode is here represented by collenchyma The corn stem is much like that
of sugar cane described by Artschwager ( 4 ).
If a fairly well developed piece of stalk containing a node is placed for
a prolonged period in water and allowed to partially decay, i.e., is retted, the
parenchyma tissue is destroyed while the bundles are left intact and can
readily be separated. This is a satisfactory method for studying the course
of bundles through the node and the cross connections and branching of the
bundles. It is not satisfactory in very young stages in which the bundles are
not yet sufficiently lignified to resist decay during such treatment. In internodes which are still growing rapidly the bundles in the region of new
tissue just above the node will also decay and break because of their meristematic condition, so that it is not possible to follow bundles through
several nodes. For tracing individual bundles through the stalk the method of
staining before retting as suggested by Evans (26) may be more satisfactory.
The cross connections in the node are differentiated later than the vertical
bundles so that they may consist of a cylindrical mass of meristematic tissue
after the vertical bundles have well differentiated tissues. At this stage they
would also decay in the retting process.

The Leaf
GENERAL MORPHOLOGY

Leaves of the embryo.-Each true leaf of the embryo starts as a ridge
around the developing stem just below its hemispherical growing point. This
ridge grows upward and soon extends beyond the stem tip. As the leaf
increases in width its edges overlap and it becomes rolled up into a hollow
cone (Fig. 18), enclosing the stem tip and whatever higher, younger leaves
may have formed, and is itself enclosed in any lower leaves and in the
coleoptile.
.
The leaf becomes broader above than at its base where attached, so the
veins spread out like a fan (Fig. 19- 1) instead of being parallel as they will
be in the fully formed leaf. When the stem increases in diameter the basal
part of the leaf also grows in width, causing the veins to become parallel.
About five leaf initials are formed in the embryo before it becomes dormant
at maturation of the kernel. This number does not include the first two
modified leaves-the scutellum and coleoptile.
Leaves of the seedling and mature plant.-Upon germination the leaves
already formed in the embryo resume growth, and the formation of leaf initials is resumed and continues until all the leaves have started and the growing point of the stem begins to differentiate to form the tassel. The total number of leaves formed varies both within and between varieties; the stalks of
some locally adapted sorts were found to average 17 leaves attached above
ground and 6 under ground. Not all of these are present as functioning leaves
at any one time as some of the lower are lost before the upper ones have ex-
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FIG. 18.-Dissections of plumu le to show attachm ent and arrangement of the true fo liage
leaves of the embryo ( diag rammatic ) , X 40.
I , fir st leaf of pl umu le exposed by partial removal of coleoptile; 3, 5, and 7, second ,
third , and fourt h leaves exposed, respec ti ve ly; 2, 4, 6, and 8, cross sections of first, second ,
thi rd , and fo urth leaves .
a, coleoptile; b, vascu lar bundle of coleoptile; c, mid rib of first leaf; d , ve ins; e, col eop til e attachment ; f, fir st leaf attachment ; g, second leaf attachm ent ; h, third leaf an achn1 ent; i, fo urth leaf; j, g rowing point of stem.
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19.-Co mparative develop111 ent of leaves in the embryo and the g rowing pla nt.
I , leaves of th e plu111ul e re111 oved and unrolled , showing veins and relati ve size. X 12 .
a, first lea f; b, seco nd leaf; c, third leaf; d , fourth lea f.
2, base of growing leaf, showing region where sheath and blade join , so111 etim es ca ll ed
the blade joint. a, upper part of sheath; b, ligule; c, blade, showing midrib and veins
with branches and cross connections. X 4.

panded. The lower leaves tend to be torn loose and destroyed by formation
of the crown roots and enlargement of the stem. Under favorable conditions
the blades of the surviving leaves of full-grown stalks total about 1,400 square
inches in area, or double this if both surfaces are considered.
One leaf is formed at each node. The successive leaves alternate on opposite sides of the stalk. Each leaf is rolled around the stem in the opposite
direction from that of the preceding one. If in one the right-hand side
overlaps, in the next the left-hand side will overlap.
The -attachment of the leaf is not a circle but a short spiral extending a
little more than once around the stem. The edge of the leaf which is attached lower on the stem overlaps the one attached higher. If one considers
a plane passed vertically through the stem and leaves, so as to pass through
all the midribs of the leaves, then all the halves which are attached lower
and overlap the other half will be on the same side of the plane.
Parts of a leaf.-Each leaf consists of a thin, flat, expanded blade with
a definite midrib and smaller veins, and a thicker, more rigid sheath with
a less conspicuous midrib. Each sheath surrounds the internode above the
node to which it is attached. Before the internodes elongate the lower sheath
encloses the sheaths of leaves from higher nodes. The young, growing internodes alone would be too weak to hold the plant upright, and the strength
of the young plant depends mainly on the stiff leaf sheaths. On the inner
surface of the leaf where the blade and sheath join is a small collar, the
ligule (Fig. 19- 2), which extends upward surrounding the stem. The ligule
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in corn consists of a thin hyaline membrane without vascular tissue or green
color. It is frequently said to prevent the entrance of rain into the sheath,
but perhaps it would be as well to say it reduces the loss of water by evaporation from the space between the internode and sheath.
Just above the attachment of the ligule is a region formed by secondary
intercalary growth. At first it appears as a light streak extending across the
upper surface of the midrib to the edges of the leaf. Growth is more rapid
at the edge of the blade than at the midrib, so that finally a V-shaped region
known as the auricle is formed on each half of the blade, with its point toward
the midrib. This region is sometimes called the blade joint. This joint
causes the blade to bend outward and provides for its free lateral movement
without tearing The triangles of new tissue appear white or light green at
first but become discolored, brownish, and of a leathery texture in the mature
leaf.
Development of the sheath and blade of the leaf.-The part of the leaf
which is formed first is the tip of the blade. The growing region where new
cells are formed remains at the base of the leaf. After the blade is formed
the ligule is differentiated near the leaf base, thus making it possible to tell
where blade and sheath meet. The formation of new cells at the base of
the leaf continues, now forming the tissues of the sheath
Later increase in size of the leaf blade is largely due to a rapid increase
in size of the small meristematic cells which had previously been formed at
its base. There is some cell division above the base, associated with the formation of vascular tissues and stomata. After the blade is nearly full sized
it is still partially rolled up and full _ display is brought about partly by
elongation of the internode beneath it and partly by elongation of the sheath.
The fully formed leaf consists mainly of the blade which is thin except
for the midrib, and the thicker sheath whose midrib gradually disappears
toward the base. The blade tapers gradually toward the tip and slightly toward the base until it abruptly narrows where it joins the sheath. Both
blade and sheath have parallel veins which are united by cross connections at
irregular intervals.
STRUCTURE

Arrangement of tissue.-Sections of the leaf (Figs. 20 and 21) show that
it consists of an upper and lower epidermis between which is the mesophyll
consisting largely of parenchyma cells with chloroplasts.
Embedded in the mesophyll are the veins of vascular bundles. There are
two distinct types of bundles in the leaf, the larger primary bundles alternating with several smaller secondary bundles. Often about every tenth
bundle is large, those between being much smaller. The primary bundles
(Fig. 21-1 and 3) are similar to the bundles of the pith in the stem which
have been described previously, and extend through about three-fourths of
the thickness of the leaf. The remaining region between bundle and epidermis
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F,c. 20.-Cross and longitudinal sec tions and surface view of corn leaf, assembled to illustrate structure in three planes (diagrammatic and not drawn in perspective). X 233 .
A, cross section. a, upper epidermis; b, ch lorophy ll-bearing tissue; c, chlorophyllbea ring bundle sheath ; d, xylem of vascular strand ; e, phloem of vascular strand ; f, air
chambe r beneath stoma; g, cross section of stoma; h, lower epiderm is.
B, longitudinal section. a, upper epiderm is; b, chlorophyll-bearing tissue; c, longitudinal section of stoma; d, xylem of vascular strand; e, air chamber beneath stoma; f,
phloem of vascular strand; g, chlorophyll-bearing bund le sheath ; h, lower epidermis.
C, surface view of upper epidermis. a, epidermal cell with nucleus; b, stoma.

is occupied by scleren: hyma tissue. There is thus a stri p wi thout g reen
tissue in the mesophyll at each of the larger bundles.
The smaller bundles are not accompanied by such fibrous tissue but are
surrounded completely by a laye r of sheath cells containing numerous large
chloroplasts. Both tracheary vessels and sieve tµbes with their companion
cells are smaller and less numerous in the smaller veins than in the larger
veins
The epidermis
epidermis, which is but a single layer of cells in
thickness, consists mostly of cells elongated (Fig. 21-4 and 5) parallel to
the veins. At intervals on the upper surface of the leaf are bands of bulliform
cells (Fig. 21-1 ), each band consisting of several rows of epidermal cells . .,
Some of the adjacent epidermal cells develop hairs. By swelling, the bulliform
cells cause the young leaf to unroll, and later when they lose their turgor
cause the leaf to roll again. In rolling some of the stomata are covered,
which is said to reduce transpiration. Since stomata occur on both leaf
no means all covered by rolling. In some xerophytic
surfaces they are by
•.:.. . .
;
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grasses which have all their stomata in grooves on the upper surface such rolling may be a very effective means of reducing transpiration.
Distribution of stomata.-Through the stomata! aperture the air in the
intercellular spaces of the mesophyll is connected with the outer air. By
diffusion of gases through the stomata, carbon dioxide enters and is used

FIG. 21.-Photomicrographs of corn leaf.

I,
2,
3,
4,
5,

cross section showing both large and small vascular strands. X 60.
cross section showing small vascular strands. X 250.
cross section showing large vascular strand. X 320.
veins with their cross connections (transparency through epidermis). X 100.
epidermis showing distribution of stomata. X 100.
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in photosynthesis in the mesophyll while the oxygen set free in this process
and carbon dioxide released in respirati on escape along with water vapor.
Stomata are found on both surfaces of the leaf blade, but are more numerous
on the lower surface. On the sheath they are limited to the outer surface
and they do not occur over the primary veins of the leaf where green parenchyma is lacking.
The number of stomata per unit area of the epidermis of the corn leaf
va ries considerably, but a large num ber of determinations ( 38) have averaged approximately 50,000 per square inch on the upper leaf surface and
and 60,000 per square inch on the lower surface.
Origin and development of stomata.--At the time the stomata are about to
be formed the epidermal cells have elongated until they are several times
as long as wide. In each epidermal cell which is to form a stoma most of the
cytoplasm and the nucleus move to the upper end of the cell. The nucleus
divides and a cross wall is formed which divides the original cell into an
upper short cell, only about as long as wide, and a lower elongated cell which
is several times as long as wide, and which develops as an ordinary epidermal
cell. The shorter upper cell di vides longitudinally to form the two g uard
cells of the stoma. As the stoma grows less in width than the adj ace nt epidermal cells in the same row, the epidermal cells on each side bulge out to fill
this space, thus forming a projection. The nuclei move into these projections and di vide, walls are formed cutting off the projections as small cells
which become the subsidiary cells of the stomata! apparatus, while the larger
cells formed develop as ordinary epidermal cells.
The guard cells become thick walled and rigid except at the ends, where
they remain thin walled and contain chloroplasts. The double walls between
the guard cells separate into two separate walls, except at the ends of the
cells ( 15 and 83 ). When the guard cells become turgid their ends swell,
thereby opening the aperture between their rigid central parts. When they
lose their turgor they shrink and the stomata! aperture closes.
The stomata! aperture leads to an air cavity which extends under both
guard and subsidiary cells. The size of the stomata! apparatus (Figs. 20 and 21)
averaged about 50 x 38 microns in five eastern Nebraska types of corn grown
at Lincoln ( 44 ). The stomata! aperture averaged 17.1 microns long. Calculated as 3 microns wide when open, the area of the aperture would be 51.3
square microns. In these corn types there were an average of 78.7 stomata
per square millimeter in the upper epidermis and 94.6 in the lower. The
area of the apertures of all the stomata would thus be 0.404 per cent of the
area of the upper epidermis, and 0.485 per cent of the area of the lower
epidermis.
The average size of the stomata was less and the number per unit leaf
area was greater in corn grown under the less favorable conditions of western
Nebraska, whereas they were somewhat larger and the number per unit area
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somewh at less in corn grown fa rther east where growth conditions are still
more favo rable. There are also seasonal and va rietal differences in size of
stomata and in number per unit area .

DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE OF THE REPRODUCTIVE
ORGANS
CoRN being monoecious, w ith stam in ate flo wers in the tassels and pistillate flo we rs on the ear shoots (Fig. 1) , it seems desirable to fo llow the development of each kind of infloresce nce separately . The ch aracte r of their
growth is indeterminate. The main stem terminates in a stam inate inflorescence or tassel, as do the basal bran ches or tillers when present. The tillers
may be very much like the main stalk but their tassels frequently produce
some pistillate flo we rs, mostl y in the basa l par t of the tasse l.
The branches ar ising from n odes above the soil surface terminate in a
pistillate inflorescence or ea r, but usuall y all soon degenerate except the upper
one or two located about midway on the stalk . The amount of grow th befo re disintegration varies as the buds may either die without much develop-

I

2

F, c . 22 .- Ph otog ra p hs showi ng sta lk and tassel developm ent.
l , ve rtical secti on th roug h ae rial port ion of stem , surmounted by base of diffe re ntiated
tasse l, 23
ea r shoot.
2, vertical
let ini tial s

da ys after planting. Ea r bra nches shown in lea f axils up to the up perm ost
X 25.
section throug h tasse l at stage of 1 ," showi ng ba sal bra nch initial s, and spikeo n central spike. X 66.
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F,c. 23.- Uppe r po rtion of stem , including uppe rmost ear branch, surm ounted by tasse l, 28
days after pla nting; nine internodes with leaf sheaths removed show ing above th e uppe rmost ear shoot. Stem heig ht 3 inches above crow n, tassel length 3/ 16 inch, p lant heigh t
21 inches. X 5.

ment or form ears several in ches long which resemble the functional ears
until they die. The morphological development of the inflorescences has been
described by Bonnett (8 and 9).
Development of Tassel and Staminate Spikelets
The first indication of the differentiation of the tassel is that the growing point of the stem, which has been approximately hemispherical, begins
to elongate and the initials of the tassel branches soon appear near its base
as shown in Figure 10. This stage may, under favorable conditions, be
reached in about two weeks after seedling emergence. The stem from the
base of the crown to the tassel initial is only about an inch long at this stage,
and the tassel about a millimeter long. Thus, three weeks after planting, the
entire stem surmounted by the differentiated tassel may have formed under
ground. The further growth of the tassel and stalk is illustrated in Figures
22, 23, and 24 and a mature spikelet is shown in Figures 25 and 27.
At first both the central axis and branches of the tassel are smooth, but outgrowths soon appear which become two lobed, each lobe finally giving rise
to a spikelet with two flowers. The two glumes are formed in the same
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manner as ordinary leaves. In the axi l of the lower glume a growmg point
forms, from which the lower flower is developed, whi le the original growing point of the spikelet gives rise to the upper or terminal flower. Each
flower initial soon gives rise to a lem ma or flowering scale, on the side adjacent
to the glurne. Later a palet forms opposite the lemma of each flower, the
two palets thu s being adjacent to each other between the two flower initials.
Each growing point now gives rise to three sta mens and two lodicu les. One
stamen in each flower is attached over the middle of the lemma, with a
lodicule on either side of it, whi le the other two stamens are attached near
the opposite edges of the palet. Each growing point then differentiates to
form a rudi me ntary pistil (Fig. 26) , which however does not develop far
before its gro wth is arrested and it degenerates.

I
2

3

4

FIG. 24 .-Photogra ph. Tassels at va riou s stages of developm en t. X 0.2.

I , six weeks after planting.
2, seve n weeks after planting and in th e reduction-d ivision stage.
3, eig ht weeks after planting .
4, nine wee ks after planting and in th e po ll en-s hedding stage

b

F ,c . 25.-Co rn plete staminate sp ikelct at poll en-s hedding stage .

a, lower or outer g lu me;
b, u ppe r or in ner glume c, lem ma of lowe r Aowe r; d, paler of lower or branch Aower ;
e, pa let of term inal Aowe r ; f, anther; g, cross sec tio n of anther ; h , mature pollen. X 15.

FIG. 26.- Ph otomicrog ra ph. Th e no rm all y abo rti ve pistil between two of th e developing
stam ens of a typicall y stamin ate Aower at an ea rl y stage. X 150.
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I

Frc. 27.- 0 rganization and st ructu re of staminate spikelet.
I , longitu d in al, perspective view of both fl owers, cut mediall y (one and one-half
anthers of each fl ower have been removed ). Rig ht, u pper or terminal flower ; left, lower
or branch fl ower. X I 6.
2, cross section of spikelet cut at point m arked by arrow in fig ure at left. Above,
upper or term inal fl ower ; below, lower or branch fl ower. X 32.
a, lower or outer glume ; b, upper or inner g lume; c, lodicules; d , palet ; e, anther ;
f, fi lamen t of stamen ; g, lemma.
THE STAMENS

The glumes, lemmas, and palets are protective organs for the stamens.
The lodicules swell and thus pry the lemma and palet apart, enabling the
stamens to be pushed out by the elongating filaments when the pollen is
mature. The stamens are the only organs of the staminate flowers whose development it seems necessary to follow in detail. Their structure and development in corn is similar to that in other grasses which have been studied. The
internal arrangement of the stamens and other organs within the staminate
spikelet is shown in Figure 27.
Differentiation of tissues.-Each stamen begins as a lobe, the terminal
part of which enlarges to form the anther, while the lower part forms the
filament. In the development of each of the four chambers or loculi (Fig. 28)
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of an anther, there is a central row of archesporial cells which give rise
to a column of sporogenous tissue and a three-layer wall between it and the
enclosing epidermis. At each division in the formation of the anther wall,
it is the inner layer of cells which divides. After the last division the
innermost layer becomes the tapetum. The cells of this layer are filled with
food that is later used by the developing spore mother cells.
The cells of the sporogenous tissue also divide until a large number of
spore mother cells are formed. At first these fill the cavities of the anther
but later, as the cavity enlarges, a vacuole forms in the center around which

I

4

2

5

3

6

FIG. 28.-Stages in the development of one of the four loculi or chambers of an anther,
showing diagrammaticall y the cell division during grow th of the epidermis and of th e
sporangium w hich consists of the sporogenous tissue and the w all between it and the
epid ermis. a, epidermis enclosing spora ngium ; b, archesporium which is a single longitudinal column of cell s, each of which divides laterall y, one row of daug hter ce lls giving
rise to sporogenous tissue and the other to the wall layers; c, sporogenous tissue from
which the microspore mother cells originate; d , wall of sporang ium .
l , 2, and 3, cross sections of loculus at early, medium, and late stages. X 500.
4, 5, and 6, longitudinal sections at stages corresponding to I , 2, and 3. X 500.
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F,c . 29.- Structure of one loculu s of anther, showing ce ntral column of sporogenous tissue
and the three layers of the wall between it and the epidermis. a, epiderm al layer ; b,
sporogenous tissue which gives rise to the m icrospore m other cel ls; c, d, and e, outer,
middle, and inner ( tapetal) layers of spora ngium wal l. X 220.
I , lo ngitud inal, perspective view of loculus with successive portions of the epidermis
and three wall layers removed.
2 and 3, longitudinal and cross sections of sa me, respectivel y.

the spore mother cells form a single layer of cells lining the cavity. The
cell divisions involved in the growth of the anthers are illustrated in Figure
28, and structure of the anther wall enclosing the column of sporogenous
tissue is shown in Figures 29 and 30.
Reduction-division.-The spore mother cells now undergo division (Figs.
31 and 33). Each of them contains two sets of 10 chromosomes, one set
from each parent. During synapsis, which is an early stage of reductiondivision or meiosis, each chromosome of one set pairs with the homologous
or corresponding member of the other set. The 20 single or univalent chromo-
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Tl1e anth er, showing microspore mother cells before meiosis.

X 125.
Left, cross section of anther ; right, longitudinal section of part of one loculus of
anther.

somes thus form 10 double or bivalent chromosomes. Each strand of these
bivalent chromosomes splits to form two strands, so that there are four
strands or chromatids in each bivalent chromosome. It is in the four-strand
condition that crossing-over takes place, forming new _c hromatids by exchange
of segments derived from each parent.
While in this early prophase stage the chromosomes are long, slender,
and tangled, and may be most readily studied with respect to their detailed
morphology (58 and 59 ). It has been shown that each member of the complement of 10 chromosomes can here be recognized by its architecture ( 55 and
60 ). They now shorten until they may be only about twice as long as broad,
a stage usually known as diakinesis. By this time crossing-over is completed.
This is a favorable stage for counting as the short, thick chromosomes are
much more easily counted than the long, tangled ones of earlier stages .
Two nuclear divisions follow in rapid succession, forming four nuclei in
each spore mother cell, each with but half the number of chromosomes that
were present in the original mother cell. In corn there are usually 20 chromosomes in the spore mother cell before reduction and 10 in each nucleus
after reduction (27, 45, 48, 49, 54, 70, and 72). Each of the four new nuclei
have one of the four strands of each bivalent chromosome that were present
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F ,c. 3 1.- Phoro microg ra phs showin g microsporogenesis or redu ction -division. X 350.
1-3, stages during the fi rst meiotic d ivision ( I, lcpto nema o r slend er thread stage of
chromosomes in m icrospore moth er cells which are here surround ed by ta pctal layer of
anther; 2, diakin es is; 3, metaphase) .
4-6, stages du ring second meiotic di vision (4 , prophase ; 5, metaphase 6, telephase) .
7, qu artet or four-spore stage, each spore bei ng an imm ature haploid , o ne- nuclea te
poll en g rain.
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at diakinesis. These processes do not occur simultaneously throughout the
tassel, reduction-division beginning a little above the base of the central axis
and extending both upward and downward, reaching , the base long before
it reaches the tip. Similarly red uction-div ision in the tassel branches begins a
little above their bases and advances upward and downward.
Microspores or pollen grains.-A microspore is organized around each of
these nuclei, each surrounded by a cell wall in side of the wall of the spore
mother cell; thi s wall of the mo ther cell, ho weve r, soon disintegrates, leaving
the microspores or pollen gra in s free in the cav ities of the anthers. They are
thin walled, and when set free from the mother cell assume a nearly spherical
form. The walls now thicken but rema in relatively thin at the single germ
pore through which the pollen tube will emerge during germination of the
pollen.

FIG. 32.-Photomicrog raph . Poll en g rain at three-n ucleate stage just before its maturity.
The three nuc lei, each with 10 univalent chromosomes, have arisen by two d ivisions
fo llowing the quartet stage shown in Fig ures 31-7 and 33-9. One of them remains
as the vegetative nucleu s and the other two become th e crescent-shaped sperm cells as
shown in Figure 33-10. X 750.

The pollen remains uninucleate until shortly before shedding. By this
time the cytoplasm has become very dense, and is filled with a large number
of very small starch grains, making it difficult to see the nuclei except in
sectioned pollen. The nucleus then divides into a vegetative or tube nucleus
and a generative nucleus which later divides to form two sperm cells (Figs.
32 and 33 ). The actual process of division was not seen but two and three
nucleate stages were found.
Shedding of pollen.-At anthesis, just prior to shedding of pollen, the
lodicules swell to several times their former size and pry the lemma and palet
apart, m aking it possible for the anthers to be extruded by the elongating
filaments. Soon afterward the anthers break open near the tip, forming pores
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FIG. 33.-Development of pollen from the micros pore mother ce ll by sporogenesis ( d iagrammatic), fo llowed by internal differentiation of each of the one-nuclea te spores into a
three-celled male gametophyte.
1-5 , stages during first meiotic division (1, diakinesis; 2, metaphase; 3, anaphase;
4, telephase; 5 two-cell stage). X 400 to 350.
6-9, stages during second m eiotic division (6 , metaphase; 7, anaphase; 8, telephase;
9, quartet or four-spore stage). X 350 to 300.
10, poll en g rain show ing ex ine and intin e Javers of wall, germ pore w ith plug, tube
or vegetative nucleus, and two sperm cells. X 35 0.
l l , portion of germinating pollen g rain , show ing formation of pollen tube by protrusion of intine. X 800.

through which the pollen escapes. Little pollen is shed until the anthers are
shaken by the wind or otherwise disturbed, so that in general the pollen
is retained until there is enough wind to carry it some distance from the
plant by which it was produced. This tends to insure a high percentage of
cross pollination under ordinary field conditions. In each plant the tassel
usually sheds some of its pollen before the silks of its ears emerge from the
husks, but the tassel normally continues to shed for several days after the
silks are ready to be pollinated (76 and 84 ).
A tassel begins to shed pollen a short distance below the tip of the central
axis, and shedding progresses both upward and downward, reaching the tip
of the central axis long before it reaches the base. The branches start shedding a little later than the central axis, the first spikelets to begin shedding

._.•
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FIG. 34.- Ph otorni crog ra ph. Mature anth ers ,,t po ll en-sheddin g stage.
X 10.
I , the th ree anthers of o ne staminate flower
2, tip po rtio n of anther at poll en-shedding stage, broken to show the ma ture poll en
conte nt. X 45.

being a little below the ti p of each branch. T he u pper flowe r of each spikelet begi ns shedding pollen about one to three days before the lower. A tassel
may shed pollen fo r a week or mo re ( 89 ).
Amoun t of pollen produced.-Pollen g rain s are produced in enormous
numbers (Fig. 34), as is the rule in win d-pollin ated plants. Stu rtevant (84)
esti ma ted th at a tassel would prod uce abo ut 18,000,000 pollen g rains . An
ave rage-sized tassel of Neb raska W hite Prize corn grown at the Nebraska
Experiment Stati on was calculated to produ ce about 25,000,000 pollen g rains_
O n this basis 25,000 pollen g rai ns are prod uced for each kern el on an ordinary ea r with 1,000 kernels.
With a stand of three stalk s in hills 42 inches apart, an area of 588 squ are
inches is available in the field fo r each stalk . T hus an average of 42,500
pollen grains are pro vided for each square inch of the fi eld. If the silks of
an ear disp lay a total surface of 4 square inches they will intercept abou t
170,000 pollen grains. Estim ating 1,000 silks per ear, this amounts to 170
pollen g rain s per silk. Con sidering that a corn fie ld sheds pollen fo r 13 days
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(39 ), each silk receives an average of 13 pollen grain s per day Under favorble weather condi tions, most of the silks are pollinated the first day after they

FIG. 35 .-Photom icrographs. Earl y stages in the developm ent of the ea r shoot.
1, first trace of cell differentiatio n in forma tion of ear shoot in th e ax il of the leaf
( left center) . X 40.
2, the growing po int takes o n defini te form. X 20.
3, seve ral bul ges or prophyllum and hu sk initi als have started (a sp iral vessel leading
to the lea f shows prom in entl y) . X 60 .
4, th e young ea r shoot with differentiated hu sks and smooth ea r initial. X 32 .
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emerge, and the pollination of individual ears is largely completed over a
three-day period.

36.-Photograph. Ear shoots picked from nine successive nodes on a typical eastern
Nebraska corn stalk growing under favorable conditions. More than the u ppermost one
or two ear shoots seldom emerge from beneath their leaf sheaths. Disintegration of the
others begins ar an early date.
Above, unhusked ear shoots; left to right, lowest to uppermost. X 0.15.
Below, ea rs from ear shoots shown above; lefr to right, lowest to uppermcst. X 0.4.

FIG.
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Development of the Ear Shoot and Pistillate Inflorescence

As previously stated, an axillary branch bud forms at each node of the
stem up to the one which bears the uppermost ear (Fig. 22 ). Each bud is
enclosed in a leaf-like structure, the prophyllum. This differs from an ordinary
leaf in having two main ribs instead of
one midrib, and it usually lacks a ligule
and blade. At first those buds which
will develop into ear shoots (Fig. 35)
are like those which form tillers, but
differences soon appear. In tillers the
prophyllum rem ains small and soon
dies, whereas in ear shoots it becomes
large and persists as one of the husks,
often becoming about 9 inches long and
1 ½ to 2 inches wide . As shown in
F igure 36, in cornbelt va rieties only the
upper one or two ear shoots reac h the
fertilization stage, althoug h others may
attain considerable size before disintegration.
The branc h or shank (Fig . 37) differs from ordinary stems in being more
slender, the internodes generally remaining short, thereby enabling the
leaf sheaths to surround the ear as
husks, while the leaf blades remain
FIG. 37.- Photog raph. P isti ll ate branch or
small in m ost sorts of dent corn. The
shank , terminated by ear in "roastingea r stage." Hu sk s partl y removed to sheaths are much broader and thinner
ex pose nodes and hu sk and ear attac h - than the sheaths of ordinary leaves.
m ents, 23 da ys after poll inatio n. X 0.2.
The outer husks are distichous like
ordinary leaves while the inner are polystichous, there sometimes seeming to be
as many ranks as there are double rows of kernels. When all the leaf or husk
initials have fo rmed, the growing point of the ear shoot elongates to form
the beg inning of the ear. This is somewhat later than tassel differentiation.
The early stages of the ear are like the corresponding stages described earlier
in the development of the tassel except that there are no branches on normal
ears.
At first the ear is smooth (Fig. 35-4) but protuberances soon form in rows
(Fig. 38). The basal protuberances are formed first and development advances
toward the tip of the ears. Each one becomes two lobed, each lobe developing into a spikelet with two flowers, only one of which commonly persists.
Since each spikelet normally produces one kernel of corn the kernels also will
be in double rows and there will be an eve n number of rows of kernels on
the ear. The paired character of spikelets and kernels, and the organization

·
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FIG. 38.- Ph otom icrograp hs. Earl y stages in th e d evclop111ent of the p ist illate sp ik elc ts
on ear.
1, long itudin al secti o n of ea r show in g smoo th pro tu bera nces arranged in rows, each
of w hich is th e i niti al of a pa ir of spikelets . X 160.
2, lo ng itudi nal sectio n of ea r enclosed in g rowing hu sks, after the protuberan ces
sho wn in "1" h a ve beco m e 111 o re diffe rentiated as spikelets. X 40 .
3, cross secti on of portio n of yo ung ea r, showing th e protu be rances of " I '' becomi ng
two lobed. Each lobe develops into a spik ele t. X 80.
4, two typical spik elet initial s deve loped from a sing le o rig inal pro tuberan ce . Thi s
accounts fo r th e paired ar ra nge me nt of th e rows of g rain o n a n car, as show n in Fig ure
3 9. Initi als of the g lu111es a nd lemmas a re shown , a nd slig ht bulges of grow ing po ints
in th e differen ti atio n of additiona l orga ns are apparent. X 120 .
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FIG. 39.- Phorographs.
I , cross sectio n of young ear show ing pa ired arrange ment of deve lop ing sp ikelers o n
th e cob. X 7.
2, end view of a broke n, young, fertilized ear of eig ht-row co rn , showi ng th e pa ired
arrangement of rows of g rain on the cob. Each kernel represents one orig inal spikelet
initial show n in Fig ure 38-4. X 2.

of tissues of the rachis · or cob to which they are attached are shown in Figure 39. Alternation of pairs of spikelets in ad jacent pairs of rows as related
to cob structure is apparent in Figures 2 and 72, When each spikelet
forms two kernels through functioning of both flowers, as in Country Gentleman sweet corn (Fig. 72, fifth ear from left in lower row) , the rows become
irregular due to crowding (37, 41, 65, 82, 90 and 93). Descriptions of the
morphology and anatomy of the corn cob are given by Lenz ( 51) and Laubengayer (52 ).
THE PISTIL

Differentiation of the tissues.-The growi ng point of the upper flower,
after giving ri se to the initials of the other organs (Fig. 40), is differentiated
to form the functional pistil whose further development is illustrated by photomicrographs in Figure 41. A ring-like outgrowth starts at its base which
is generally considered to represent three undiverged carpels as found in
many other monocotyledons.
The part above the attachment of the carpels develops a single sessile
ovule which consists of a nucellus with two integuments or rudimentary
seed coats (Fig. 41-1 and 2). There is no well defined funiculus or ovule
stalk and any rudiment of such a structure is merged with the placental
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Young d evelop ing pistill ate spikelets.

1, lo ng itudinal secti on of spi kclct at ve ry ea rl y stage w hen d iffere ntiation of organs

begins. X 160.
2, longitud in al section of a sp ikelet at stage w he n the initia ls of nearly all the im porta nt orga ns of the spik elet have been di ffe renti ated . From top to bot torn : inn er
g lurne, lemma starn en, o ne of the two anterior carpels w hich g ive rise to the silk and
also join with the poste rior ca rpe l to for m the ov ary wal l, grow ing poin t of u ppe r Aower
wh ich will terrnin ate in the nu cc llu s, poste rior ca rpel, pa ler (sligh t b ul ge be low posterior
ca rpe l), pa ler of lowe r Aower, growing point of lower Aowe r, sta men, le m ma , and o ute r
g lum e. X 160.

tissue at the broad , circular seat of ovule attachment. This reg ion is co-extensive with the chalaza which is the location where the nucellu s and integ uments
of the ovule are united .
The united carpels, which will form the ovary wall or pericarp of the
mature kernel, grow upward until they completely enclose th e ovul e ( Fig.
41 - 2). Where they meet, the functionless so-called stylar canal is fo rmed
(31 and 86). The growth of both nucellus and integuments is more rapid on
the posterior side of the ovule which thereby becomes app roxim ately campylotropous. The inner integument grows until it forms a thin membrane covering the entire nucellus except for a small opening, the micro pyle , just over
the mature embryo sac ( Fig. 41- 4 and 5). The outer integument growing
up from the posterior side does not extend as far , reaching only a little beyond the stylar canal into which it makes a small plug-like gro wth . N either
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FIG. 4 1.- P hotom icrog rap h s.

M edi al lo ng itud inal sec tio n s show ing inte r medi a te to la te
stages i n d e ve lop m e n t of p isti lla te spi kelc t, befo re and d uring spo rogc n es is a n d g rowt h
of t he e m bryo sac. No te th e mo re rap id grow th of th e seed coa ts o r integum e nts an d
of t he ov u le o n poste ri o r sid e, ca rr ying th e em bryo sac to a m o re ba sal positi o n .

1, ea rl y stage of fun cti o ning fl owe r prev io u s to fo r ma tio n of m egaspo re m o ther ce ll
show in g , left to right
palet poste ri or carpel nu ccl lu s w ith seed-coat ini tia ls, o ne of
a nte ri or carpel s, a nd le111 111 a . X 140 .
2 , complete sp ikel e t sh ow ing abo rt ive fl o w er and th e fun cti o na l fl ower w ith m egaspo re mo th e r cell a bo ut to d ivid e. a, o ute r g lum e : b , a bo rti ve fl o w e r w ith le mm a and
palet c, pa let of fun c ti o n a l fl ower ; d , poste rior car pe l ; c, styla r ca n a l; f, two seed-coat
initial s, showi ng a lso o n a nte ri o r sid e of. nu ccl lu s; g, nu ccl lu s w ith m egasporc mo th e r
ce ll: h , st yle o r silk ; i, inne r g lum e; j, le mm a; k , ante ri o r ca r pe l. X 70 .
3 , fo ur -spo re stage fo ll ow ing redu c tio n-di visio n. X 30.
4 , two- nu cleate em br yo-sac stage . X 60 .
5 , nea rl y matu re, e ig ht - nu cleate e m b r yo -sac stage. X 40
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integument makes much growth below the micropyle, which becomes
almost basal (29, 65, 78, and 88).
While the carpels are g rowing, the two anterior ones which face the ear
tip form outgrowths which develop into the style or silk (Fig. 41-2). A
vascular strand passes up through each of these carpels into the silk, extending to the branched tip where one goes into each branch. Very rarely the
posterior carpel also takes part in forming the silk (Fig. 49), which then has
three strands of vascular ti ssue and three free ti ps instead of the usual two.
Such three-parted silks are sometimes hollow, the stylar canal be ing continuous through the silk. The surface cf the silk becomes covered with numerous hairs which are develo ped from cells of the epidermis. These are most
numerous along the edges of the silk. The fully developed hair is composed
of four rows of cells (Figs. 50 and 51), so arranged that the intercellula:r
spaces between the rows form a continu ous opening through the center of
the hair. At the base of the silk is a growth zone where new cells develop,
causing continuou s elongation of the silk (Fig. 48-2) until it is pollinated
and fertilization takes place. The zone of new growth then shrivels up,
forming the place where the silk breaks loose. The silk is perhaps best considered as consisting of a ve ry short style without hairs, above which is the
reg ion of intercalary growth. The branched part corresponds to the stigma
of other grasses, and the part formed by intercalary growth is an addition to
the stigma which has nothing corresponding to it in most grasses.
Reduction-division.- In the young nucellus, before the archesporium is
differentiated, an axial row of cells (Fig. 42-1) is often noticed which terminates in a sub-epidermal cell somewhat larger than the surrounding cells. This
terminal cell divides, forming cells at its base and sides until it enlarges
and becomes the archesporial cell (Fig. 42-2). The surrounding cells continue
to divide, while the archesporial cell enlarges and becomes the megaspore
mother cell. The archesporium is a hypodermal cell overlaid by a single
nucellar layer of epidermal cells until the beginning of meiosis or reductiondivision ( Fig. 42-3 to 8) corresponding with that described for the anther
under Differentiation of Tissues on page 41. Through meiosis, a group of four
megaspores end to end is formed, corresponding with the microspore quartet.
Changes occurring in the ovule during meiosis and embryo-sac development 5
as shown in Figures 42 and 43 are illustrated in Figure 41.
The three megaspores nearest the micropyle soon degenerate and the innermost spore alone persists to fun ction as the first cell of the embryo sac.
These stages of megasporogenesis were missed by some of the earlier investigators, leading them to suppose that all the megaspores functioned
in producing the embryo sac. During this interval of meiosis and embryo-sac
5
In Figures 42 to 44, and 46 and 47, illustrating megasporogenesis and embryo-sac development, the outer or micropylar end · is always show n facing in the same direction
(downward) fo r the sake of clarity, although its pos itio n gradu all y becomes almost reversed
during ovule development, as show n in Figure 41.
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Frc. 42 .- Photomicrographs .

6

7

B

Longitud inal sections throug h part of nucellus before and

d uring megasporogenesis.
1, h ypoderm al cell und e rgoing 1nitotic divis io n before differe ntiating into the megaspo re m other ce ll. X 500.
2, megaspore m other cell before meiosis begin s. X 250.
3-7, stages d uring the fir st m eiotic division (3, zygonema , X 500; 4, diak ines is, X 500;
5, metaphase, X 500; 6, telephase, X 50 0; 7, two-cell stage, X 250 ) .

8, qu artet of fo ur-spore stage, formed by second meiotic divi sion. The innerm ost
spo re normall y functions as the hap loid embryo sac, whereas the other three dege nerate.
X 500.

forma tion, the nucellar epidermis divides periclinall y (Figs . 42-44) to fo rm
a layer five or six cells thi ck, thereby graduall y embedding the embryo sac
more deeply Accord ing to Randol ph (68 ), thi s is the c nl y place where
periclinal di vision takes place in the epidermi s of corn .
Development of the embryo sac.-The nucleus of the megas pore (Fig.
43-1) di vides, and a vacuole fo rms between the two nuclei (Fig. 43-2) which
come to lie at opposite ends of the cel l. This cell now is the two-nucleate stage
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F,c. 43.-Phorom icrographs. Vertical sections throug h nucellu s showing development of
em bryo sac after reduction-division show n in Figure 42 . (Figure 4 1 shows that the
embryo sac g raduall y becomes nearly basal w ithin anterior sid e of nucellus.)
I , one- neucl eate stage of embryo sac, being the pe rsisting megaspore. X 1000.
2, two-nucleate stage of embryo sac, showing d isintegrating remnants of three outer
spores (comp lete spi kelet shown in Figure 4 1-4). X 1200.
3, mitosis in the formation of th e fo ur-nucl eate embryo sac. X 500.
4 and 5, two consecutive microtome sections of an embryo sac in the four-nucleate
stage ( three nucl ei in one section and o ne in the other) . X 500.
6, eigh t-nucleate stage of embryo sac before central migration of the two po lar nucl ei
which join in format io n of the prim a ry end osperm nucl eus upon fertilization. (Comp lete spike let shown in Figure 41-5.) X 300.
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The mature em bryo sac before fertilization, shown in three
consecutive microtome sections.
Lower, egg and two synergids. X 300.
Middle, two polar nucl ei. X 1100.
Upper, th ree antipodal cell s. X 450.
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FIG. 45.- Semi-diagramm atic reconstru ctio n of the pisti llate spik elet to show the arrange-

ment of the various organs at tim e of sil ki ng .
l , longitud inal section ; 2, cross sectio n (a rrow in " l " indicates poi nt of cross section).

X 30.
a, first or outer glum e; b, seco nd or inn er glum e; c, lemm a of ru dim entar y fl ower;
d, lemm a of functiona l fl owe r; e, palet of fun cti onal flo we r; f, pa let of rudimentary
flower ; g, ax is of function al fl ower show ing vascular sys tem ; h, rudim entary stam en ;
i, nucellu s; j, em bryo sac; k, ca rpels or ovary wall; l, stylar canal; m, silk .

of the developing embryo sac. The two nuclei, by two successive divisions
(Fig. 43) , form a group of fo ur nuclei at each end of the embryo sac.
One nucleus from each group next mo ves toward the center of the embryo
sac until they meet and remain in contac t (Fig. 44-middle) a little above the
egg cell, but do not fu se until after fe rtili zation. The three nucl ei at the
chalazal end , fa rthest from the micropyle, di vide until a group of abo ut 20 to
40 cells is for med. This di vision of the antipodal cells is characteristic of the
g rass family.
One of the three nuclei at th e m icropylar end enlarges and becomes the
nucleus of the egg, while the others become the nuclei of the synergids (Fig.
44-lower ). The embryo sac now enlarges, and without further nuclear divisions becomes ready for fe rtili zation . The fully organized embryo sac then has
at one end the large egg cell with the two synergids beside it. A little nearer
the middle are the two polar nucl ei, and at the opposite end is the g roup of
antipod al cells, many of which have more than one nucleus (18 and 65 ).
The embryo sac is now read y for fertilization but if pollination is prevented it may remain in this condition fo r some time, perhaps two weeks,
after which the embryo sac and nucellus disorganize and fertili zation is no
longer possible. For the sake of clarity, the structure of the pi stillate spikelet
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FIG. 46.-Longitudina l sections through part of nucellus before and during megasporogenesis. During this period and that of embryo-sac development, the nucellar epide rmis
increases from one to five or six cell s in thickness by periclinal division. X 600.
I , archesporium , which functions directly as the megaspore mother cell since no wall
cell is cut off as in the development of the microspore shown in Figures 28 and 29.
2-5 , stages during first meiotic division (2, zygonema; 3, diakinesis; 4, telephase;
5, two-cell stage).
6-7, quartet or four-spore stage formed by second meiotic division, showing progressive degeneration of three outermost spores, and persistence of the innermost spore
which normally functions as the embryo sac.

FIG. 47.- Successive stages in the development of the embryo sac.
I , two-nucl ea te stage of embryo sac, dark mass be low being th e remnanr of th e three
non -functioning megaspores . X 500.
2, two nuclei dividing to fo rm four. X 500.
3, fo ur-n uclea te stage, last trace of three dege nera ting spores showi ng below. X 500.
4, eig ht-nuclea te stage; antipodal ce ll s formed above; polar nuclei have approached
each oth er nea r ce nter; egg a nd synergid nuclei below. X 400.
5, mature embryo sac; egg and sy nergid s organized as ce ll s; polar nuclei in contact
above egg; anti podals have divided to fo rm a grou p of cells, some of which are binucleate.
Vacuo les have fo rm ed in cytoplasm surrounding polar nuclei. X 250.
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and the stages of meiosis and embryo-sac development are reconstructed by
drawings in Figures 45 to 47. An ear shoot with husks partly removed, at
the fertilization stage, and two other ear shoots illustrating the effect of fertilization on growth of the si lk are shown in Figure 48 . Sections of both normal
and abnormal silks are shown in Figure 49 as evidence of the three-carpel
ongm of the grass pistil.

REPRODUCTION AND KERNEL DEVELOPMENT
Pollination and Germination of Pollen
WHEN POLLEN is shed by the tassels, only that which is intercepted by
fresh silks can germinate, and where several pollen grains germinate on the

2
FIG. 48.- Photog ra phs.
l , an car shoo t with about 800 pistillate fl owers, read y for fertilization (h usks partl y
removed ) . X 0.7 .
2, ear shoots show ing the effec ts of fertilization on growth of rhe silk s. X 0.2.
Left, pollen was withheld by encl osing the ea r shoot in a paper bag before silk
emergence. Thi s resulted in continu ed growth of the silk s for a period of 12 da ys to an
exposed length of 15 inches. The fr es h silk is recepti ve to poll en throug hout its entire
length.
Righ t, silk s were pollinated soon after th eir emergence and further grow th ceased
within a da y th ereafter.
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FIG. 49.- Ph otorn icrograp hs. T he silk, w ith ev idence of trica rpell ary origin.
l cross sectio n of a no rmal style sho w ing two vascul ar strand s, o ne from eac h anterio r

ca rpe l. X 125.
2, cress section of an occasio nal style in w hich the posterior ca rpel also has participa ted in the forma tion of the silk, suppl ying it w ith three vascular strand s. X 125 .
3, cross section of an occas ional holl ow silk w hich is caused by ex tensio n of th e stylar
ca nal into the interio r of the silk when all three ca rpe ls join in its forma tion. X 100.
4, norma l stylar ca nal located w here the two anterior and the one poste rio r carpels
joi n. X 120.
5, lo ng itudinal section of pistil with a tricarpe ll ary, holl ow si lk . (Compare with
F ig ures 41- 4 an d 5.) X 40.

same silk usually only one functions in fertilization
Most of the pollen is
lost by fa lling to the ground or is caught by the leaves and accum ulates in
the leaf axi ls. In windy weather part of the poll en may be blown out of the
cornfield
In pollination, the pollen is usuall y ca ught by the hai rs of the silk (Figs.
50 and 51) although it may fun ction when ca ught on the body of the si lk
(21 ) . The silk supplies the pollen with moisture which ca uses it to germinate, sending out a pollen tube through the ge rm pore ( Fig. 33). The pollen
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tube may follow th e surface of th e hair for some distance but usuall y soon
enters between the cells of the hair from which it enters the silk proper (Figs.

I

2

3

FIG. 50.-Photom icrographs showing po ll ination of the silk and g rowth of the po ll en tube.
I , exposed rip of sil k with poll en cli nging to its hairs. X 18.
2, germinating po ll en w ith tube starting clown the silk hair. X 200 .
3, poll en grain w ith tube grown full length of hair and in to body of silk. X 160.
4, longitudinal section of pollen tube wi th its enl arged head grow in g dow n throug h
body of silk . X 200.
5, cross section of sil k show ing head of one polle n tu be at left fo ll owing the conducting ti ssue adjace nt to the vascu lar strand and the tail s of three pollen tubes in cross
section at the right. X 250.
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50 and 51). Here it soon reaches and follows the sheath cells surrounding
the vascular tissue to the base of the silk . At this point the conducting
tissue leaves the bundle and passes to the cavity of the ovary . On the inner
wall of the ovary the strand of conducting tissue turns downward and may
extend on the inner surface of the carpels to the micropyle. It was actually
traced, however only a short distance on the inner surface of the carpels
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FIG. 5 1.-S ilk, po llen , a nd pollen tu bes as shown by drawings.
1, longitud inal sectio n of yo ung silk (onl y h a lf of silk shown ) show ing orig in of
h airs. X I 50.
2, cross section of silk. X 45.
3, long itudina l sectio n show ing tip of silk w ith h airs, po llen , and ger m ina ting poll en.
X 45 .
4, cross section of vascul ar bundle and cond ucting tissue of silk . T h ree vesse ls an d
sieve tu bes w ith com pan ion ce ll s above a nd fo ur po llen tu bes below. X 420.
5, po ll en tube with rube nucle us a nd t wo sperm s just e ntering body of silk from h air.
X 270.
6, po ll en tube with tube nucleus a nd two spe rm s in typical develop m ent in the body
of the silk . X 27 0.
7, cross section of h air show ing cell wa ll s a nd nu clei. X 750.
8, cross section of ha ir w ith po ll e n tube in center. X 750 .
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FIG. 52 .-D iagrammatic drawing of pistil (transparency) showing path of pollen tube from
silk to embryo sac X 40.
a, silk ; b, stylar canal; c, pollen tube; d , embryo sac ; e, one of two vascular bundles
extending throug h silk ; £, vascular tissue.

(65 and 75) . The structure of the normal silk, silk hair, and growing pollen
tube. is shown in Figure 51.
Fertilization

The path of the pollen tube from the silk to the embryo sac is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 52. When the tip of the pollen tube reaches the
micropyle it grows between the protruding cells of nucellar tissue until the
embryo sac is reached. On entering the embryo sac (Figs. 53 and 54) the
end of the pollen tube ruptures, setting free the two sperms. The nucleus
of one sperm fuses with the egg nucleus, forming the zygote within which
the chromatin from both sources completely intermingles (75 ). This restores
the diploid number of 20 chromosomes to the somatic cells of the new sporophyte represented by the zygote or first cell of the proembryo from which
the embryo develops.
The other sperm nucleus fuses with one of the two polar nuclei (75) and
this fused nucleus in turn fuses with the other polar nucleus, thereby establishing the primary endosperm nucleus with 30 chromosomes. This double
fertilization explains how characters of the male parent may show up in the
endosperm as well as in the embryo and the new plant into which it will
develop. The mature embryo sac undergoing double fertilization, and initial
stages of the embryo and endosperm are illustra ted by drawings in Figure 54.
Development of the Endosperm
The pnmary endosperm nucleus, resulting from fusion of a sperm with
the two polar nuclei (Fig. 54- 2 and 3), divides mitotically within 3 to 5
hours after fe rtilization, and repeated divisions continue until a number of
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free nuclei (Fig. 54-4) are formed.
The embryo sac enlarges and a central
vacuole is formed, surrounded by a
layer of cytoplasm in which are embedded the free nuclei calculated to
number about 128 to 256, 50 hours
after pollination. Cell walls are formed
between the nuclei but no wall is
formed next to the central vacuole;
each free nucleus divides and a cell
wall is formed between the resultant
two so that one becomes enclosed in
cell walls and the other remains free on
the side toward the central vacuole
(Fig. 54-5). This process is repeated
until the cavity becomes filled with
cellular ' tissue. These early stages in
the development of the endosperm and
embryo are also shown by photomicrogra phs in Figures 55 and 56 (right).
Shortly after the vacuole of the endosperm has become fully occupied by
cells, the cells of its outer layer just
over the placenta become differeritiated
(Fig. 57) and function as a food-conducting tissue. This differentiation
continues with growth until it extends
over the entire region of placentation.
This specialized basal tissue of the
endosperm was shown in drawings of
the corn kernel without explanation by
Harz ( 33). The corresponding region
in Johnson grass was called compressed
and empty endosperm cells by Harrington and Crocker ( 32); and in the seed
of sugar cane they are called empty
FIG. 53.-Photomicrographs. Doubl e fertilization shown in three consecutive microtome
sections. (Compare with Figure 44.)
Lower, pollen tube enters embryo sac through micropyle and intervening nucellar
tissue, ruptures and releases its contents, including the two sperms. X 450.
Middl e, at right, egg and sperm about to unite to form zygote. X 500.
Upper, the two polar nuclei with a sperm nucleus fused with one of them just prior
to fusion with the other polar nucleus in formation of the primary endosperm nucleus.
X 650.
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FIG. 54.- Double ferti lization and young embryo and endosperm stages.
l, pollen tube just entered into embryo sac (i.e., female gametophyte) and contents
discharged , the sperm s still within the cytop lasm from tube (i.e., in the cytoplasm of the
m ale gametoph yte) . X 120.
2, after fertilization , showi ng one male (small) nucleus fusing with the egg nucleu s
to form the zygote, and the other fusing with one of the two polar nucl ei prelimin ary to
the triple fu sion to form the primary endospe rm nucleus. X 160.
3, endosperm nucleus divided , 27 hours after pollination (approximately 3 hou'rs
after fertil ization). Man y of the endosperm nuclei have two nucl eoli. X 160.
4, three-ce ll stage of embryo, and free-nuclear stage of endosperm, 40 hours after
pollination. X 80.
5, slightly older stage of embryo, and endosperm becoming cellular, 100 hours after
pollination. The antipod als, many of them binucleate, have about reached their final
number. X 60.

elongated endosperm cells by Artschwager, Brandes, and Starrett ( 5). In Coix
and other plants Weatherwax (96) calls them placental tissue of the endosperm.
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Early stages of end osperm , also embryo.

1, longitudin al sectio n of enl arged em bryo sac showing free end osperm nucl ei lining

its cavity, anti podal ce lls at irs apex and the proembr yo at its base, 36 hours after pollination. X I 25.
2, end osperm becom ing cellu lar. X 125.
3, th e hollow end osperm is filling u p centrall y by for m ation of new cell s la id cl own
by division of the free nucl ei wh ich are read ily visibl e, JOO hours after polli nation . X 100 .
4, the endosperm becomes solid and digests aw ay the surrounding nucellar, tissue
which it replaces during g rowth. Basal ce ll s of endosperm start . differentiation at this
stage, 145 hou rs after poll in ation. X 50.
·
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FIG. 56.- Photo micrograp hs. Complete ova ries sho wing transform ation of ov ul e with m ature embryo sac just before fe rtili za tio n ( left, X 36) to one with deve loping embryo and
endos perm fou r d ays afrer fertili zation (rig ht, X 32) . The brown hilar tissue of mature
seeds (shown form ing in Fig ures 57 and 62-4) deve lops in the region of relatively
smal l parench yma cel ls just below the ovu le, and exte nd s entirely across the plane of
ovule attachment within the ova ry wa ll.
R EG IO N OF CELL DIVI SION

For some time after th e endosperm becomes cellul ar, cell divisions occur
throughout ( Fig. 58) but soon cease or at least become rare in the interior,
divisions then being confined to cells of the peripheral zo ne, several cells
dee p. This zone, except over the hilar reg ion, is me ristematic and functions
much like a cambium, as wa s reported by Gordon ( 30) in several of the
cerea ls and more recently by Fisk (27) and Ran dolph (71) in corn. No cell
divisions were noticed within this lower part of the endosperm though a
careful search was made for mitotic figures there, as according to L ampe ( 50)
this should be where growth takes place. The young cells form ed inside the
layer of meristem may continue to divide for a short time before differentiating into regular endosperm cells . Until about 20 days after pollination ,
the outermost layer acts as part of the cambium-like meristem and periclinal
cell di vision within it is of frequent occurrence. Thereafter its growth occurs
only by anticlinal division and enlargement of cells. L ater these surface
cells become differentiated into the aleurone layer
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FIG. 57.- Photom icrog raphs. Specialized conducting cell s of endospe rm .
Above, base of kernel showing specialized co nd ucting cells of endosperm , and also
the abscission laye r ove r the region of placentation . X 30.
Below, co nducting ce ll s in lower portion of endosperm; also abscission ti ssue in ovary
wall. X 12 0.
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FIG. 58.-Series of long itudin al sectional drawings of developing kernel after fe rti liza tion to
show region of ce ll division in endosperm.
l , pisti l, five clays after fertiliza tion. a, silk sca r ; b, stylar canal ; c, carpels w hich
w ill fo rm pe rica rp; cl , nu cellus; e, antipodals; f, end osperm ; g, embr yo; h , p lace ntalhi lar-funicular region ; i, vascu lar tissue of carpe ls. X 10.
2, endosperm , embr yo and antipoda ls from " l. " Cell division as indica ted by mitosis,
generall y scattered throug hout endospe rm u p to this stage. X 55.
3, kernel about 10 cla ys after po llination. X 10.
4, endosperm , embryo, and antipoda ls from "3 ." Cell division has become limited
to outer reg ion of endosper m , awa y from the embryo. No cell divi sion was ever fo und
in basa l part of endosperm except in th e youngest stages. X 30 .
. 5, kernel about 20 days after pollination. a, silk sca r; b, pe rica rp; c, inner pa rt of
ca rpels brea king dow n ; d , end ospe rn1; e, loca tion of n1itosis in endospe rm; f, aleurone;
g, embryo; h, hi lar reg io n ; i, ped ice l. X 10.

6, section throug h end ospe rm and pericarp of " 5" to show detail.

a, pericarp; b,

inne r pa rt of carpe ls breaking down ; c, nu cellar m e mbrane; cl , aleurc ne; e, endospenn
showing mitosis. X 30.
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FIG. 59.-Photom icrographs. Starch gra in s in endosperm .
Above, longitudinal section of po rtio n of grow ing kernel, 25 days afte r pol lin ation,
show ing at left : endospe rm with first sta rch g ranul es, sma ll er cell s of end osperm near
pe ricarp w here cell di vision and grow th take place; at right : pericarp; below: tip of
embryo. X 120.
Below, mature endosperm cell s packed with starch g rai ns. X 200.
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ST ARCH FORM ATI ON

All the cell s of the endosperm except the surface layer serve for stora ge
of food materials, consisting largely of starch gra ins in field corn. The
· aleurone layer has often bee n cons idered as a food-storing region but it
seems well establ ished that it furni shes e nzy mes for d igestion and is not itself
u sed up . Th e cells of th e aleuron e laye r appear intact and still filled after
the food resen·es of the rest of the endosperm are completely ex hau sted
during seedling growt h. Starch formation begins two weeks or less after
fe rtili zation . The fi rst cells to show starch grains are in the upper or crown
part of the kernel and thi s for mation progresses toward the basal part of
the en dosperm. There will thus be the most starch in th e cells of the upper
part of the endosperm and gradually less toward the base, forming a major
gradient in starch formation.
As long as new cells are forming n ea r the surface th ese will conta in
smaller starch gra ins and less starch th an the cel ls fart her fr om th e surface.
There will then be two gradients of starch format ion, a major one in which
t he cells become richer in starch content in passing upward from th e base
of the kernel toward the crown ( 50); and a minor sta rch grad ient in passing from the youngest cells nea r the sur face towa rd the interior (Fig. 59) .
VARIATIONS I N ENDOSPERM

In ordina ry field co rn th e accu m ulati cn of starch co ntinues until all the
interior cells contain large quantities (Fig. 59), but th e cells are not fi lled

FIG. 60.- T,·pes of corn differ ing in character of endosperm.
Left to right hetero z,·gous pod corn which may ha ve an y type of endosperm
co rn , flint corn, dent cor n, soft ( fl our) co rn , and swee t co rn.

pop
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equally in all regions of the endosperm. In the " horny" region the starch
grains are closely packed and angular and the spaces are filled with protein,
whereas in the "starchy" region the starch grains are rounded and less closely
packed. Dent and flint corn differ in the amount of horny starch in the upper
part or crown of the kernel; in the flint and pop types this horny layer extends
over the top of the kernel so there is no denting due to shrinkage as in dent
corn (Fig. 60). Soft (flour) corn has no horny endosperm and therefore also
does not dent. Waxy corn differs from other starchy corn in that the starch
of its endosperm consists entirely of amylose rather than containing also
amylopectin. It stains reddish-brown instead of blue when treated with
iodine. In sweet corn there is less starch and more sugar and water-soluble
polysaccharide, causing the whole kernel to become wrinkled in drying.
At first the endosperm in all corn varieties is white, but in about two
weeks after fertilization the endosperm and aleurone colors characteristic
of the particular variety appear. In yellow corn this color is diffused throughout the endosperm. In colored aleurone, either red or purple, the coloring is
limited to this layer. Most red corn owes its color to a red pericarp, which
also shows up in about two weeks. Sun red, also a pericarp color, appears only
in kernels exposed to sunlight. In some va rieties a red pericarp is present
over a purple aleurone, causing the kernel to appea r very dark red.

The Antipodal Cells in Later Stages of Kernel Development
The antipodals in corn were assumed to degenerate and disappea r during
the early stages of the development of the kernel, as is true in most other
grasses, until Weatherwax (95) reported finding their remnants in kernels
nearly or quite mature . In these studies also, what appears to be such remnants were sometimes found in late stages of kernel deveiopment. However,
in many sections they appeared to be degenerating shortly after the central
vacuole of the endosperm had been .filled with cells. Randolph (71) has also
reported finding the antipodals persisting in late stages of kernel development and such persistence was common in the corn examined. He suggests
that the persistent antipodal cells become rather similar in appearance to
the cells of the endosperm. Their persistence in corn appears to be rather
exceptional.

Development of the Embryo
The fertilized egg does not begin to divide as soon after fertilization as
does the primary endosperm nucleus, and the young embryo or proembryo
develops much more slowly than the endosperm in its early stages. At the
first division of the fertilized egg about 40 hours after pollination the endosperm may have from 8 to 32 free nuclei and by the time wall formation
begins in the endosperm about four days after pollination, the proembryo
commonly does not have more than about a dozen cells while the endosperm
will have 250 or more.
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FIG. 61.-Photom icrographs. Lo ngitudinal sections show ing growth of the proembr yo and
differen tiation of e mbryo at its tip (va rious mag nificatio ns) . Because of the more rap id
apical growth th e embryo becomes club sha ped. Prior to the nin th day after po llin atio n
th ere is no ce llula r differenti ation a nd perip heral cell division is both periclinal a nd a nticl in al. By the ninth da y, th e ep id erm is beco mes differentiated apicall y a nd the cell
division wi thin it thereafter is chi efl y a nticlinal.
I, four days afte r pollinatio n, X 400; 2, five days, X 180 : 3, six d ays, X 400; 4, eigh t
days, X 400; 5, nine days, X I 0; 6, ten d ays, X 160 .

•
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FIG. 62 .- Photo micrographs . Lo ng itudinal sections showing d ifferentia tion of organs of the
em bryo at successive inte rval s afrer pollina,tio n.

1, thirtee n days afte r poll in ation.

Elo ngated suspensor of embryo is surmou nted by

scutell u m initial above a nd at rig ht, a nd shows fi rst evidence of the grow ing tip of

plumule at slig ht bul ge below notch at left. The differe nti ating pl um ule-radicle meristem
is represe nted by th e mo re deepl y stain ed regio n. Th e wide tissue at left of embr yo is
the ova ry wall (e nd osperm is re moved ) . X 12 0.
2, fiftee n clays. Slig htl y more adva nced stage th an " l ," show in g the stem tip, at
lefr, with the coleoptile g rowing out as a rid ge a round it. The region of rad icle differenti ation is apparent. Scu tellum above a nd at rig ht. X 150.
3, twentv-one days The p lumul e-radicle ax is is well differe nti ated . Stem tip an d
first leaf of plumule encl osed in col eoptil e, above, and racl icle and coleorhiza initials
below. X 80.
4, twenty-o ne da ys . Embryo, e nd osperm , a nd pericarp showing silk a ttac hment. At
thi s stage th e ste m ti p clear ly ap pears terminal. Seed ca refull y cured at rhis age m ay
germinate
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PROEMBRYO

The early stages of development (Fig. 61) show such an irregular arrangement of cells that it is not possible to trace the future organs of the embryo
back to definite cells or groups of cells in the proembryo as can be done in
some plants. The basal cells form the suspensor whose growth serves to
orient the embryo properly with respect to the endosperm. The suspensor
soon ceases to enlarge and degenerates, although remnants of it may remain
at the base of the embryo for a long time. Food reaches the embryo by way
of the endosperm and scutellum.
The proernbryo soon becomes a club-shaped mass of cells, showing little
differentiation except that the lower part, the suspensor, consists of larger
cells with less cytoplasm than does the upper part in which the cells are
small and densely filled with protoplasm.
The first sign of further differentiation of the embryo is the appearance of
a region of small cells that are more densely filled with protoplasm on the
anterior side of th e embryo a little below its tip. The stem tip develops from
this region and soon becomes evide nt by the formation of a protuberance
with a notch above it (Fig. 62).
A common explanation has been that th e scutellum or cotyledon is
terminal, and the stem tip lateral. It seems more likely, however, that the

FIG. 63.-Photornicrogra ph s.

Longitudin al sections of cl ea rl y differentiated plumule
root initi als of embryo 25 da vs after poll in ation .
1, plu mule with two leaf initia ls e ncl osed by co leoptil e. X 140.
2, primary root initi al e nclosed in th e colcorhi za. X 140 .

and
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rapid development of the tissues of the scutellurn pushes the original tip
of the proernbryo aside, making the stern tip appear lateral in early development. Rapid growth of the leaves as compared with that of the stern is a
conspicuous characteristic of grasses as it is of many other monocotyledons.
DEV E LOPMENT OF PL UMU LE AND SEMINAL ROOTS

A ring of tissue forms around the stem tip which develops into the
coleoptile (Figs. 62 to 64 ). There has been much dispute over the homology
of the coleoptile. Some have considered it as an independent leaf, but this
would leave two successive leaves the scutellurn and coleoptile, on the sam.e
side of the stern instead of alternating as do all the other leaves . The other
view is that it is an outgrowth of the scutellum and that the two together
make up the cotyledon. In this paper, both . are regarded as distinct modified leaves-the first two of the plant-and separated by the first internode.

F,c. 64.-Photomicrographs. The mature embryo, seven weeks after pollination.
1, long itudinal section of embryo showing all its organs except perhaps some lateral
se minal roots which might appear in some other microtome section. X 10.
2 , longitudinal section through posterior portion of scutelJum showing glands
which
secrete enzymes tor the digestion of the endosperm upon germination. X 60.
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Structurally the coleoptile is quite different from the true leaves of the
plumule in some respects resembling a prophyllum, as ·for instance in having
two main veins corresponding to those of the keels of a prophyllum, and no
midrib.
•
If one accepts the explanation that the coleoptile is part of the cotyledon,
then in corn as in many other grasses where the coleoptile and scutellum
become separated by what appears to be an internode this must be considered as a prolongation, by intercalary growth, of the scutellar node. This
region has sometimes been called the mesocotyl, and differs structurally from
all other internodes of the stem. Its method of elongation is also different
from that of all other internodes in that the region of intercalary growth
is at the upper end just below the attachment of the coleoptile, whereas in
other internodes the growth region is basal , a little above the attachment of
the leaf. There is also a tendency to form roots throughout the length of the
first internode while in the other internodes they are limited to a whorl
around the internode just above its base.
In some of the Cyperaceae, or sedges, which seem to be closely related to
the grass family, the coleoptile is not present until after the leaves of the
plumule have started development, and forms from the cotyledon during
germination.
· Those who are interested in the homologies of the grass embryo, a matter
that is not likely to be definitely settled, should consult the following references :
(6, 7, JO, 11, 16, 56, 77, 93, 101).
The growing point of the stem next begins to form leaf initials, the first
of which is on the side of the stem opposite from the scutellum. The number
formed varies from four to six, but five seems to be the usual number before
the embryo becomes dormant in the mature seed (Fig. 64 ). Terminal growth
in the leaf is soon replaced by basal growth. These leaves all remain rolled
up inside of the coleoptile until emergence during germination.
At about the same time that the stem tip begins to differentiate, the tissues
in the lower part of the embryo, just above the suspensor, begin differentiating
to form the initial of the primary root. A number of lateral seminal root
initials form just above the scutellar node, the number differing in different
varieties of corn. Flint and flour corn often have but one root initial present
in the embryo, while in dent va rieties there are usually from three to five
or more in the rnature kernel.

The Mature Kernel
During the 50-day interval from double fertilization of the ovule to
maturity of the grain (Figs. 65 and 66), the ovary with contents has increased
in size from a nearly spherical body .03 inch in diameter to a slightly tapering kernel of screen size 13/ 64 x 25 / 64 x 32/ 64 inch (large, flat, cornbelt seed

FIG. 65.-Photograph. Ears of White Prize Dent corn harvested at weekly intervals before
and after fertilization . up to maturity. The age in weeks after seedling emergence is
indicated below the ears. Meiosis occurred during the seventh week; fertilization took
place during the eighth week, and the ears were mature (34 per cent kernel-moisture) by
the end of the fifteenth week. X 0.2.

FIG. 66.-Photograph.

Cured kernels of White Prize Dent corn harvested at weekly intervals ( top tp bottom) after fertilization at age of 8 weeks, until maturity at age of 15
weeks. These kernels were taken from the central portion of last seven ears shown in
Figure 65. X 1.0.
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grade). Their respecti ve volumes are approx imately .000014 and .02 cubic inch.
This represents a volume increase of about 1400-fold. The ovary wall
continues as the outer covering of the kernel. After a succulent growth
by cell div ision and enlargement it has become transformed into the pericarp by disintegration and collapse of the interior region, thicke ning and
lignification of the periclinal cell wall s of the outer region, and fina lly compression of the entire tissue.
The integuments or seed coats which we re fa irly prominent in their initial
stages have disintegrated to insignificant, scattered, non-cellular remnants.
On the other hand, the outer wall of the nucellar epidermis has thickened
and become suberi zed, and forms a continuous semi-permeable nucellar membrane between the aleurone and pericarp (13, 32, 36, and 71). This extends
to t he protective closing layer (36) which lies completely across the placentalhilar region of the pericarp opposite the specialized absorbing cells of the
endosperm at the base of the kernel. The disk of dark brown hil ar tissue ( for
all practical considerations a hilum) is exposed to view only when the kernel
breaks from the pedicel at its lower surface.

FIG. 67.-Relative size of kernel and its parts at successive weekl y interval s, left to right,
after fertilizat ion to maturity. These kernel s correspond with those shown in Figure 66.

X 1.5.
Upper, kernel; m iddle, endosperm; lower, embryo.
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The interior of the kernel is occupied by the embryo and endosperm.
The endosperm constitutes about 85 per cent of the moisture-free weight of
the mature kernel, the embryo 10 per cent, and the pericarp together with
remnants of the nucellus and seed coats and the pedicel make up the remaining 5 per cent. Typical mature kernels of dent corn, together with the endosperms and embryos removed at weekly intervals after fertilization, are
shown in Figure 67.
The embryo is the new sporophyte, whereas the pericarp and adhering
nucellar membrane and pedicel are part of the mother plant of the previous
sporophytic generation. The haploid gametophytic generation has almost or
fully disappeared, a remnant of the antipodals sometimes persisting. The triplaid endosperm is regarded as a continued development of the female gametophyte that is dependent upon the -union of a sperm with the two polar nuclei
in the process of double fertilization.

INHERITANCE IN CORN
FROM ANCIENT TIMES it had been noticed that the progeny of both plants
and animals had a tendency to resemble their parents, but until recently ideas
as to how this was brought about were vague and speculative. Real knowledge,
based on experiments, has been mainly acquired since near the end of the last
century when segregation of characters was noted independently by Correns,
DeVries, and Tschermak. The discovery of Mendel's papers showed that he
had determined the rules of segregation nearly 40 years earlier, but his results
had remained practically unknown.
Genes

Based on the study of segregation in crosses and on other studies, the
view is now general among geneticists that heredity is transmitted by genes,
arranged in linear series in the chromosomes. Since in sporophytic tissue
there are two sets of chromosomes, the genes generally occur in pairs, one
derived from each parent. Both of the homologous genes making such a pair
may be alike or they may be different. Such differences are supposed to have
come about through a change or mutation of genes which were originally
alike. When the genes of a pair are unlike, usually one is recessive and the
other dominant. In case of complete dominance the recessive seems to have
little or no effect, and the character determined by these genes develops the
same as when both dominants are present. The recessive character appears
only when both members of the pair are recessive. This pairing of recessives
will happen at random in an average of 25 per cent of the fertilized eggs, the
other 75 per cent being either homozygous dominant or heterozygous, with
only one dominant. This will result in a 3: 1 segregation in the next or second
generation. Genes are not always inherited independently because of a tendency for linkage with other genes located in the same chromosome. Thus
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the genes occurring in a specific chromosome are said to belong to the same
linkage group.
Some of the characters of the corn kernel are limited to the endosperm,
such as yellow endosperm color, sweet or starchy endosperm, etc. As the
endosperm receives two sets of chromosomes from the female parent and
one set from the male parent, so in any set of genes there will be three instead
of two. The two coming from the fema le parent will always be alike, and
in some cases as when A.int and A.our corns are crossed the two genes for endosperm type will always dominate the single one . The crossed kernels will thus
resemble the female parent in endosperm texture whichever way the cross
is made. Which, if either, would be dominant if present in equal numbers
is not known, but theoretically could be tested by using pollen from a plant
with an extra chromosome carrying the gene for either the flint or flour character. In the case of incomplete dominance, as when white corn is crossed with
yellow, the endosperm will show different shades of yellow, depending on the
number of dominant genes present.
Some characters depend on the combined action of several different genes
(23 and 24) as for instance purple aleurone color, which develops only in
the presence of five dominant genes and one recessive . The genes which must
be present as dominant are designated A 1 , A2, C, R, Pr, and the recessive is i.
There may thus be several combinations producing white, some of which
when crossed will produce red or purple corn . Inheritance is not determined
by the characters shown by the parent phenotypes but by their gene composition or genotypes.
The study of chromosome morphology has not been undertaken as a part of
t hese investigations. Among the investigators do ing intensive research concerning the anatomy of the corn chromosomes, their behavior in meiosis, ·and the
principles of cytogenetics in this species may be inclu ded Anderson (3), Brink
and Cooper (12), Burnham (14), Cooper and Brink (19 ), Creighton and McClintock ( 20) , Longley (55), McClintock (57), Mangelsdorf and Reeves (63),
Randolph (70), Rh oades (73), Rhoades and McClintock (74), Stadler (80),
and _othe rs. The mapping of genes in the various linkage groups of corn made
stri king headway under the leadership of R. A. Emerson and hi s associates. As
many as 350 genes whose inheritance is known we re listed in 1935 (25 ), and
many more ha ve been reported since.
Xenia

Focke, ·who origin ated the term xenia ev idently intended to include all
effects of foreign pollen which appea red in fruit, seed, or vegetative structure
of the female parent plant. Any change in the tissue of the mother plant,
such as change in weight or size of pericarp, is now called metaxenia. Change
in embryo tissue, as in the color or composition of the cotyledons of peas, is
not generally regarded as xenia, so that use of the term is now usually limited
to any changes in the endosperm resulting as an immediate effect of foreign
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pollen (92). The endosperm is sometimes called a xeniophyte.
A general term is needed that includes all direct, modifying effects of
pollen on non-maternal tissues
ues of the seed or caryops is, whether endosperm
or embryo. It would seem logical and satisfactory to have xenia serve in thi s
broadened usage. This would simplify discussions which refer to the xenia
responses of seeds, endosperms, and embryos, respectively.
Xenia is common in corn (98 and 40) , es pecially by way of aleu rone- and
endosperm-color responses and changes in the composition, texture and weight
of the endosperm (Fig. 68). For exam ple, the kernels of white sweet corn
become yellow, starchy, and heav ier when outcrossed by plants wi th yellow
starchy kernels.
Xenia is very convenient in the demonstration of segregati on, as the kern els
ca n be cou nted, whereas most sporoph ytic responses are not apparent until
the seed is planted and the character becomes visi ble in the progeny plants.

FIG. 68 .- Xenia illustrated by ears that were fertilized with mixtures of po1len from the same
and anoth er va riety o r type .
I , yellow dent ear, hybrid kernel s ferti lized by blue fl our.
2, ye llow sweet ear, hybrid kernels fe rtili zed by yell ow dent.
3, yellow sweet ea r, hybrid kernels fertilized by black sweet.
4, yellow pop ear, hybrid kernels fertilized by red pop.
5, white flint ear, hybrid kernel s ferti li zed by yel low sweet
6, white flint ear, hybrid kernels ferti lized by yellow dent.
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Some embryo responses may also appear in the crossed seed, such as purple
coleoptile and colored scutellum, but have not been used as much as the en dosperm characters to demonstrate segregation. Endosperm weight or yield
responds to hybrid vigor in a manner rather similar to that of the embryo
or sporophyte, though not necessaril y in the same degree.
Maternal Inheritance

In some characters the inheritance seems to be determined by the fema le
parent only, the pollen appa rently having no effect. Some of the deficiencies
of chlorophyll in corn due to abnormal chloroplasts belong to thi s class.
Two explanations have been suggested for maternal inheritance. Either
the character is trans mitted by the egg cytoplasm ( the sperm contributing
little if any cytoplasm) or, as in the case of defective plastids, these are
transmitted from cell to cell, including the egg cell but not the very small
sperm cell. By thi s means they are inherited independently of nuclei, chromosomes, and genes.
In some of the lower plants where the plastids function in both the gametophytic and sporophytic generations, such as mosses, liverworts, fe rns, and
fe rn allies, the plastids have been detected at all stages of plant growth. IN
Selaginella they have been found in the young spores forming in the spo re
mother cells. Such continuity has not been established in corn (69 ).
Chromosomal Aberrations

In normal chromosome behavior in the gametophytes ( embryo sac and
pollen) each nucleus has a single set of chromosomes. This is the simple or
haploid condition. When the sperm and egg nuclei unite upon fe rtili zation,
the resultant embryo has two sets and is diploid. When any interchanges
of segments take place normally they are between the two homologous chromosomes.
Many va riations from these condi ti ons are fo und but in the breeding of
corn they do not seem to be important as they do not generally g ive rise
to new distinct fo rms. They have, however, proved useful in the study of
the chromosomes and their behavior, such as crossing ove r, location of genes,
etc. In Oenothera ( evening primrose) and Datura ( jimson weed) m any of the
striking forms are due to changes in chromosomes, such as increase in numbers,
either by adding full sets' or individual chromosomes. It was for such changes
in the evening primrose that the term mutation was fi rst applied by DeVries.
One of these mutants, called gigas, was fo und to have double the normal number of chromosomes. In some of the cereals several groups based on chromosome number occur in which the large r numbers are multiples of the smaller
as 7-14, 14-28, 21-42.
Polyploids have been found in corn, but the pl ants usuall y are not markedl y
different from normal plants, ge nerally not enough different to be detected
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except by counting the chromosomes. When corn having 30 chromosomes is
crossed with normal corn having 20, the extras are distributed irregularly
during meiosis. As a result it has been possible to obtain plants with 21 ( or
22) chromosomes in which any one of the 10 chromosomes has appeared as
the extra.
Since the 10 chromosomes can be distinguished microscopically, it has
been possible to determine which genes occur on each, as the group of
genes occurring in the set with the extra chromosome will show a different
segregation, giving trisomic ratios due to the presence of the extra gene.
If there are two dominants and one recessive present instead of one of each
there will be fewer homozygous recessives in the progeny with ratios of
35: 1 instead of 3: 1. Another type of aberration is the occurrence of translocations between chromosomes which are not homologous, i.e., not members
of the same pair. Corn plants in which such a translocation has taken place
may be perfectly fe rtile among themselves but show semisterility when
crossed with normal corn. In such cases the chromosomes in pairing form
unusual shapes as each segment pairs in synapsis with the corresponding
segment of a normal chromosome.
In some cases of translocation, segments may be lost or an extra attached
segment may be present. This leads to peculiar behavior in pairing with
normal chromosomes. Such aberrations also have helped in locati'n g the genes
on chromosomes.
Inbreeding and Heterosis
When close bred, corn shows a reduction in vigor of growth and productivity which is most marked after self-fertilization. Various attempts have

FIG. 69.-Inbred lines derived from a standard loca l variety of dent corn shown at extreme
right , after 12 generations of self-fertilization. Grown at Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Starion in I 922 .
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FIG. 70. -First generation , single-cross hybrids between inbred lines shown in Figure 69.
The yield of the best hybrids materially su rpasses that of the original variety. Seed for
the commonl y grown commercial hybrid is produced by crossing together two such unrelated single crosses that have favorable specific combining ability. Grown at Nebraska
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1922.

FIG. 71.-Second generation single-cross hybrids showing loss of prod uctivity as compared
with the F, hybrids in Figure 70. Grown at Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station
in 1922.
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been made to explain this loss of vigor. The most generally accepted theory
is that vigor is due to a large number of growth factors or genes, which in
ordinary open-pollinated corn are present largely in a homozygous dominant
or in a heterozygous condition, with relatively few present as homozygous
recess1 ves.
When selfed once, the hom>zygous pairs of genes will remain homozygous in the progeny, and about one-fourth of the heterozygous pairs become homozygous dominant, 011e-fourth homozygous recessive, and about
half remain heterozygous. Assur 1ing that vigor depends on dominants, such
inbreeding greatly reduces vigc r by virtue of increasing the number of
homozygous recessives present. A corresponding reduction accompanies each
successive selfing, and after about six times the corn becomes so homozygous that there is little further noticeable reduction in vigor (Fig. 69). The
pairing among dominant and :ecessive genes is a matter of the law of
chance, and each individual of the progeny is not reduced a half in heterozygosity by each selfing but the average of the population has its heterozygosity reduced a half. The
ividuals would fit in a probability curve with
one limit as heterozygous as the original corn and the other limit at complete
homozygosity; but the mode of greatest frequ ency would be at half the heterozygosity of the original plant :hat was inbred. A population of millions
might be required for either mit to be reached and in a small random
sample most of the individuals would rank close to the mode. Because of
linkage between genes, it is not possible, theoretically, to obtain segregates
that have only favorable or dorr inant growth factors for all plant characters.
Superior physiological functi
and anatomical and morphological organization, more resistance to disease organisms and insect pests, greater unifo rmity of favorable performance and better adaptation to specific environ mental conditions, are expressior s of favorable gene combinations. In general,
these dominant genes appear to :ontribute as much to the performance of the
individual when present in
rozygous combination as when homozygous,
but no more. Heterozygosity is not biologically an essential adjunct of vigor,
but is an accompanying conditio: 1 in the gene manipulation needed to establish
maximum dominance.
·
As a result of repeated inbn eding some of the most deleterious recessives
are removed by the plant becoming so reduced in vigor that it is eliminated
by natural selection, and more may be elim inated by intelligent selection of
only the most desirable plants for further inbreeding. Upon crossing the inbred lines, vigor is restored (Fig. 70 ), and the yields of some combinations
surpass that of the original variety. However, only a small percentage of
the lines produced prove useful in making outstanding hybrids. The breeding value of the lines must be established through repeated performance
tests of hybrids in which they are involved. The prepotency or combining
ability of an inbred line with respect to yield and other characters will
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depend upon both the number and the importance of the specific dominant
genes which it contributes to its hybrid progeny. The most productive and
desirable hybrids will be those with a maximum number of dominant or
heterozygous factor pairs which have been selected for their favorable character
expression. Of the enormous number of lines produced since Shull suggested
the method of breeding corn by crossing inbred lines, relatively few are
used in the production of commercial. hybrid seed. The advantages of hybrid
corn are largely restricted to the first generation progeny. The yield of a
second generation single cross (Fig. 71) normally is about midway between
that of the F 1 crop and the mean of its inbred parents. Corresponding yield
losses in F2 double-cross hybrids are only about half as great when the generation is advanced by sib-pollination.
Anatomically, about 10 per cent of the increase in plant size of hybrids
over that of their inbred parents is due to increase in cell size and 90 per cent
is due to greater cell numbers (39 ) . The hybrids are characterized by more
rapid cell division during growth.
Corn Breeding
Breeding procedure.-ln a modern corn breeding program (35, 42, and 79)
the usual sequence of procedures is as follows:
1. Development of inbred lines from open-pollinated va rieties within and
among which there is g reat va riability (Fig. 72 ), by selection within selffertilized lines. Improve ment of lines may be achieved by backcrossing on
hybrids and by inbreeding outstanding hybrids, accompanied by selection.
Recurrent selection, designed to increase the frequency of favorable genes,
also offers promise as a means for obtaining superior new lines.
2. T esting the prepotency or general combining ability of the more
promising lines by the topcross or line-variety cross method. This consists
of a thorough performance test of crosses between the respective lines and
a n ordinary open-pollinated variety. A modified procedure is to substitute
as testers one or more hybrids with specific characters of known inheritance,
for the open-pollinated variety.
3. Crossing in all possible combinations a limited number, up to about
15, of the lines with highest general combining ability. It is advantageous
to include two superior established lines in such a group.
4. Testing for performance as to various characters all possible single-cross
combinations among the selected lines in order to evaluate the lines for specific
combining ability. (The formula to determine the number of single crosses
possible from a given number (N) of lines= (N-l)N
2

Thus for 10 lines,

45 distinct single crosses are possible.)
5. Prediction of the performance of all possible double crosses based on
the performance of the single crosses with respect to various agronomic characters. (The theoretical performance of any double cross equals the mean
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FIG. 72.-Variations in botanica l type, regional type, and vari etal type of corn . All were
g row n com pa rabl y on the Nebraska Ag ricultural Experim ent Starion fa rm . Such natural
variatio ns p rovide a wea lth of germ plasm fo r use in modern corn breed ing .

performance of the four single crosses resulting from a combination of each
of the lines of one single-cross parent with each of the lines in the other
parent.)
6. Making seed of those double crosses which have the best predicted
performance, and testing these preliminary to commercial production of the
best . Such prediction eliminates the needless making and testing of many
infe rior hybrid s. ( The form ula to determ in e the number of double crosses
possible from a given number (N) of lines

N (N-1) (N-2) (N- 3) .

8

Thus

fo r 10 lines, 630 distinct double crosses are possible.)
Hybrid seed production.-The double cross is the most common form of
commercial hybrid seed corn . To a more limited extent seed of single crosses,
three-way crosses, and topcrosses is produced for commercial plantin g.
For all practical considerations, reciprocal crosses are regarded as equal
in their inheritance, and choice of which parent to use as fema le should
be based largely upon vegetative and kernel characteristics which affect the
economics of seed production and the appearance, size, or other quality characteristics of the seed.
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In commercial seed production, hybridization is accomplished by planting the two parental stock s in alternate plots across the field and detasseling the seed parent which . thereafter becomes cross pollinated by the
tassel parent. Seed ears are picked only from the detasseled plants. Reasonable purity is provided by roguing off-type plants before flowering, and by
reasonable isolation of the field from other corn. Should the use of male-sterile
seed stocks become feas ible in hybrid seed production, they would be included
as the ear-parents m crossing fields, thereby eliminating the need for detasseling.
The possibility of establishing commercially feas ible, superior, synthetic
open-pollinated varieties by the combination of a large number of "h igh.
combining" lines is still being explored.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture estimates (July 12, 1949) that
67,347,000 acres or 78 per cent of this country's corn acreage is planted to
hybrid seed in 1949. In eight states, including N ebraska, the percentage is
94 per cent or more. This United States hybrid corn acreage com pares with
0.1 per cent in 1933.
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